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Foreword 
In this, The 1944 Ledger, we have tried 
to depict our college days during a war-
torn year; a year which on the homefront 
has been marked by strict rationing, in-
creased taxes, and news, good and bad, 
from our boys in uniform; on the battle-
front by desperate struggles with the enemy 
at far-flung corners of the earth. 
This is the third wartime classbook which 
has been published by Bryant Seniors, and 
we hope that next year will be the first 
VICTORY classbook. 
It is our wish that you will find that our 
efforts to give you this interesting and 
accurate record of your days at Bryant have 
been successful, and that The Ledger of 
1944 will recall many happy ex~eriences and 
good fellowships 
TO 
Eunice A. Cameron 
Dean of the School of Secretarial Science 
and 
Nelson J. Gulski 
Dean of the School of Business Administration 
in apprec1at1on of their untiring patience, helpful understanding, and 
ceaseless efforts in our behalf, we sincerely dedicate this classbook of l9'i4 
Seniors of Bryant College: 
It seems but yesterday that you came to Bryant, and already your graduation day 
approaches. 
The Class of 1944 commends itself to my especial interest, admiration, and affec-
tion. Your student days have been lived in a time when the whole world is fi l led with 
chaos and hatred; when men are killing each other in forgetfu lness of the Creator's 
plea for "peace on earth, good wi II toward men"; when your classmates, and some of· 
your instructors, have dropped their education and work to don our country's uniform 
and take on the most important of all jobs 
War came to you in your student days, and in many ways affected your lives, but 
you have gone bravely on, getting the education which wi ll fit you for your part in the 
Future. 
It is no easy thing to sett le down to serious study when all about is turmoil and 
unrest, when we long to be "in there pitching" with those who are doing greater jobs, 
to rea lize that there is a task set for each of us, and that the little job is a necessary 
part of the important big one. 
I have been very proud of you as I have watched your generous efforts in sending 
letters, candy, cigarettes, and knitted artic les, to Bryant alumni; have seen you donate 
blood for our fight ing men through the Red Cross; entertain Service men at your col-
lege parties and at the various service canteens; and buy War Stamps and Bonds. 
Some day, when the madmen of Germany and Japan are brought to judgment, 
when peace again comes to our beloved country, you will look back upon your student 
days at Bryant and remember happily that you carried on courageously amid all the 
chaos; played well your part in the sorry scheme of things 
My earnest wish for all of you is that you will continue to do the job Life holds 
for you, with sincerity of purpose, integrity of character, and peace and contentment 
of heart. 
HENRY L. JACOBS 

MR. R. LUCIEN APPLEBY, B BA, M.BA 
Professor of Law and Psychology 
MISS YVONNE BERNARDIN, B.S. in Ed. 
Instructor in Shorthand and Typewriting 
MISS LELA GLIDDEN, B.S. 
Instructor in Shorthand, Office Procedure, and 
Secretarial Technique 
MISS DORIS AYLWARD, BA 
Instructor in Shorthand, Psychology, and 
Principles of Business 
MISS ELIZABETH COLLINS, BA, MA 
Instructor 1n English, Shorthand, and Spanish 
MR. RALPH HANDY, M .BA 
Professor of English and Education 
MISS DOROTHY HINES, BA in C.Ed. 
Instructor in Shorthand and Filing 
MR. LIONEL MERCIER, Ed B, B.BA 
Professor of Office Machines and Accounting 
MISS DOROTHY NEEL, BS in PAL. 
Instructor in Typewriting and Shorthand 
MISS VERNA SWIFT, A.B. 
Instructor in Shorthand 
MR. J. EDMUND NAYLOR, B S in B A. BS in Ed. 
Professor of English and Business Correspondence 
MR. GEORGE A. RICHARDS, MS in Ed. 
Professor of Advertising, Salesmanship, and 
Accounting 
MR. EUGENE R. VINAL, AM. 
Professor of EconomiCS 
ON LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
LIEUTENANT F. DOUGLAS HAMMOND, 
B S, M. of Ed. 
Professor of Education 
MAJOR HfNRY J. LEE, BA, M.BA, C PA (R U 
Professor of Accounting 
PRIVATE WILLIAM A. LAMBERT, 
B.S. in BA 
Instructor of Accounting and Law 
LIEUTENANT WILLIAM F. SHORS 
MBA, BS, C PA (R. I. and lndl 
Professor of Account ing and Taxes 
ADMINISTRATION 
ADMINISTRATION 
Standing, left to right: Miss Blaney, Mr. Allan, Miss Guillemette. 
Seated: Miss Berube, Mrs. Col lier, Mrs. Hoey, Miss Johannes. 
If you see a figure behind a book, 
And an aroma that drifts afar, 
You'll know Mr. Appleby's attention "is 
took" 
By a detective book and a cigar. 
Miss Cameron works with perfection 
But underneath it all, she craves 
To be home with her collection 
Of animals and slaves. 
If Miss Aylward's classes are all begun 
With a dreamy sort of 'oak, 
It's because she's wish1ng the day were 
done, 
And she were home with a book. 
We know the reason for the gleam in her 
eye, 
Outside of her teaching, of course, 
And you'll know it, too, when Miss Collins 
rides by 
Some fine afternoon on a horse. 
OFF THE 
Mr. Gulski is patriotic 
As his victory garden shows, 
And I'll bet he looks exotic 
Mingled among rakes and hoes. 
Miss Glidden's helping to do her part 
With fancy work and knittin'. 
She knows how to warm some soldier's 
heart 
And so she's knittin' for Britain. 
Symphonic records are a way 
Maestro Handy is a musician 
Ten 
To soothe the mind and body; 
Miss Bernardin hears them every day, 
Because they are her hobby. 
And · a teacher that no one can razz, 
For who could hold his position 
As an authority on English and jazz~ 
.RECORD 
Miss H1nes said without hesitation 
There's nothing she likes better 
When she finishes shorthand dictation, 
Than to receive an eight-page letter. 
Miss Neel yens for dramatics 
As anyone can see, 
And we hear she's quite emphatic 
With "To be or not to be." 
With rod and reel he climbs to glory, 
Now here is all we wish 
Mr. Mercier, we don't doubt your story 
But how big WAS that fish! 
Outside of his employment 
I bet you'd never guess 
That Mr. Richards finds enjoyment 
In a snappy game of chess. 
Miss Swift finds no excitement 
In going on a hike; 
Her figure, to her delightmenl, 
Is slim because of a bike. 
Here's a secret about Mr. Naylor: 
The women he knows how to please. 
Why, he could compete with Bob Taylor, 
When he sits down to tickle the keys. 
You can't judge a book by its cover-
For by talks on math and history 
Would you know Mr. Vinal's a lover 
Of symphonic music and mystery! 
Eleven 
WAR-GRADUATES 
To us the future is given 
With all the fanfare of dive bombers and 
sub-machine guns; 
Before us is a scene bereft of scented, flow-
ered garnishings; 
Waiting there, with all the shine of steel 
and steady beat of drilling regiments, 
Our future lies. 
fach generation down, 
Through peaceful years and wars that ripped 
the peace asunder, 
Has left its mark of honor, love, and not in-
frequent fault; 
Is it for us to disregard eternities of hope 
and let the earth 
In ruin fall:> 
Rather must we fight 
And conquer bestial fiends with swift, time-
builded strength, 
Reclaim our heritage which lies beyond the 
mists of greed 
Which hide man's true ideals; for this reward 
and toward this beckoning goal 
Our courage stands. 
AVIS BLACKWAY, BA 

Fourteen 
Dear I;Jiary 
SEPTE~BER--1943 
7 So this is college! Registration and a hunt for the "nine beautiful buildings on 
the spacious campus" filled our day. 
8 Classes begun; books and penci Is back in use, and homework and drudgery are 
near at hand. Oh, those wide-eyed Freshmen 1 What are they looking for;> 
10 Hearty welcome from President Jacobs, our Deans and Faculty. Joe Brown in-
troduced us to the Bryant Service Club and informed us of the coming draft 
13 Blackout--all clear I The poor Freshmen will long remember the severe beating 
they suffered at the hands of the mighty Seniors. Such atrocious conglomera-
tions of outfits: pink and orange, ugh I 
15 Freshman Week over. ~ake-up put back to use. What a pleasure to wear a 
pair of matching shoes. 
19 Goodness, all those pretty dresses and no two alike. The occasion;> The Fresh-
man Tea for dorm belles at Stowell House, of course. 
26 Beta Sigma Gamma was hostess to its prospective pledgees at a Rush Tea at 
Stowell House. 
27 Bryant's men(;:>) introduced to cigarettes at Phi Sig's smoker in Alumni Hall. 
Sigma Iota Chi entertained in the Auditorium at its Rush party. 
28 Rabbits thin, rabbits fat; 
Rabbits from the magician's hat 
at Sigma Lambda Theta's Rush Party at Stowell House. Just how did that card 
get into the orange;> 
29 KDK's Rush Party in the caff. Had a perfect time. Didn't you;> 
OCTOBER 
1 ~ore butts, more smoke. Reason;> Tau Ep's Smoker in Alumni Hall. 
8 Had a wonderfu l time at the A ll-College Dance in the Auditorium, but oh, my 
poor dear weary feet 
11 Initiation Week had a gala start, and once more countless hideous creatures 
invaded our spacious campus. Sometimes I think ~ammy Yokum is more attrac-
tive than oome of those pore pledgees. 
12 America was discovered in 1492, so we slept till noon and blessed Columbus for 
the rest of the day. 
18 ~rs. ~ary Eberley tried to educate us on the customs and beauty of South 
America. 
23 Along about here, the screens were nailed down at Harriet Hall, and study nights 
turned into study nights Too bad, girls. 
25 ~y roommate is feedinq me 'cause I am broke; 
She likes a good laugh, but this is no joke. 
29 The ghosts walk again at Tau Ep's Hallowe'en party and hayride 
NOVE~BER 
4 Beta Sigma Gamma's formal initiation and banquet was held at the Crown Hotel. 
Yummee, what chicken. 
9 Beta Chi Tau's annual banquet at 49 Shaw Avenue, Edgewood 
11 Armistice Day and another day of welcome rest. 
15 Check from home, endorsed in its entirety to Roomie. Poor me. 
Hey, bud, can you spare a dime for a cup of coffee;> 
19 ~r. Everett Salisbury, our old friend, spoke at the Thanksgiving assembly. 
30 KDK formal initiation was a grand affair. Remember the lovely gardenias that 
scented the schoo l next day;> 
DECEMBER 
2 The ping pong tournament is begun, and paddles and little white balls are the 
artillery of the day 
4 KDK and Tau Ep presented the annual Thanksgiving dance. Ginny Richards 
made a beautiful campus queen. 
Sigma Iota Chi's pledgee formal was held at the Metacomet Country Club. 
Su::h glamorous damsels-ooh Ia Ia. 
11 The auditoriurn, magically transformed into Chez Noel, was the setting of the 
Christmas party of the dorm girls The original decorations did much to com-
plement the magnificent gowns. 
15 The Christmas assembly-we're sti ll wondering how anyone can sing so early in 
1he ayem; and who was our new Santa;J 
17 Vacation has come, free~om is here; 
We're all through with school for the rest of the year-
Open the door, Maw, here's yore black sheep 
JANUARY-1944 
3 Swell to be back! Are you kidding;J Seems as if we need another week to 
recuperate from New Year's Eve. Okay, so I stayed home Must you tell 
everything you know;J 
4 Everyone's back to work but Mr. Appleby. 
5 Still looking for Mr. A 
6 Rumor has it that our lovable, laughable, lanky professor has had too much of 
us, and is now suffering the consequences. Soooooooooooooooooo-
12 Mr. Appleby is now recuperating in warmer climates. Aw, I wanna go, too. 
15 The caff turned into a dance hall, Beta Sigma Gamma entertained servicemen with 
dancing and eats. 
20 The basketball season is under way, with the most deee-lightfu l athletes in any 
man's land. 
23 Dere Paw, 
I'm growing up and so is my appetite Please send wherewithal for a steak 
dinner at the nearest restaurant, at the earliest possible moment. Pleeeeeeeeeez;J 
FEBRUARY 
I just took a month off- slack ain't I;J 
Your starving dafter, 
Guess Who 
4 Yii, exams are creeping up. Can almost feel their icy fingers running up and 
down my spine. 
13 Exams start tomorrow. Books: here I come. Quick, James, the dust mop 1 
17 Washington, thou art a good man; we sure need this breather, and honest, 
never told a lie. 
23 Back to work and a new roommate Oh, is she green. Even asked me what 
South Hall is south of. And to think I knew everything ( I tell her) 
29 Watch out, you great big beautifu l men. This is our day of days. Our first 
basketball game with the Waves. These women of the war beat us sadly, but 
better luck next time. 
Fifteen 
Sixteen 
MARCH 
1 Took another month off; aw, I know. 'Tisn't funny anymore. 
4 Imagine snow in March- a perfect setting for the fifth annual Sno' Ball. Who 
was the courageous sailor who enamoured our lovely Sno' queen;:J Nice, wasn't 
he, Lu;:J 
11 1943 invaded 1944 as a great flock of last year's grads paid us a most welcome 
visit. 
20 The first day of Spring Brrrrr, four inches of snow and not a robin in sight. 
Spring;:J Nuts. 
24 Hurray, we beat them. Yup, we finally won our first basketball game. And I 
can't talk now Well, who wouldn't scream with joy;:J 
29 Salisbury Hall entertained servicemen at a jolly dance. 
APRIL 
April Fool' Somebody else took the month off this time. Tau Ep didn't fool 
us at all though, 'cause their April Fool dance was a great success. 
4 Hey look- the sun' Don't tell me Spring is actually going to come this year. 
5 I was only kidding Snow' and I've got a hundred miles to travel. No complaints 
though, honest. There's a steak and four open arms waiting to greet me. Wait'll 
I tell them I'm broke. Haw Haw- quit laffing, will ya;:J 'Tain't funny, Magee 
9 Glorious clothes and a glorious Easter. Only why must we go back to school 
today;:J Hmph, just got home. 
10 Classes- and then- spent the afternoon admiring new spring wardrobes. Was 
too tired last night. 
13 A beautiful day, with lots to do-
l feel like cutting- how about you;:J 
15 Stowell House, bedecked in her new spring togs, was hostess to a group of 
servicemen. Wasn't that tall one in the corner cute;:J 
22 Good music, lots to eat, 
Had a good time, but oh my poor feet 
Beta Sigma Gamma's formal dinner dance at the Crown Hotel. 
28 The Army took over our fair school as three lovely members of the WAC and 
Major Milner of the AT C beckoned us to join their ranks. 
29 More music, more to eat, 
More good times, more aching feet 
At Sigma Lambda Theta's gala formal- also the Crown 
Beta Chi Tau's sixth anniversary banquet was held at Mrs. Schillinger's. The 
alumni were invited. A grand time was had by all. 
MAY 
12 Spring was truly in evidence at Phi Sigma Nu's May Dance. Another one o'clock 
special leave was enjoyed by the dorm girls 
19 Wistfully we watched a mass exodus as scads ofco-eds left for Bonnet Shores 
on Friday. Many enviable suntans brightened the classrooms Monday morning. 
25 Sigma Iota Chi's ivy planting day. Come back in ten years, girls, and see the 
glorious fruit of your labor. 
30 Home is a wonderful place. Wish Memorial week-end were made a little longer. 
JUNE 
10 Harriet Hall Lawn Party-Harriet Hall girls love rainy nights to give outdoor 
parties. Better weather next time, we ho;Je, girls. 
15 Hopscotch, jump rope and tennis monopolize our after-dinner hours as nine 
o'clock curfew go'2s into effect 
16 Phi Sigma Nu boys go to Boston in their Community "Yaller" automobile. How 
many "f lats" did you have, boys::> 
26 That little parade you saw slyly leaving South Hall le:J straight to the beach. 
Don't look too close ly or you will see yours truly at the head of the line 
30 Sunbathing is the fad of the hour I Ever heard of the Redskins::> C'mon up, 
and I'll show you my back 
JULY 
4 Snap, Crackle, Po;J and I don't mean Rice Krispies Fourth of July is here with 
all its noise and a nice vacation. Went home. Nee:J more be said::> 
10 Showers are working overtime and not even the water company is getting time 
and a half Jumpin Jehosaphats, it's hot' 
17 Seniors enter the last lap as the home sprint appears around the corner. Blew 
the dust from our books, sharpened our pencils and said our prayers as exam week 
began. 
24 Seniors through, Freshmen begin Haw, haw, you r.;oo~ kids. You look tired after 
last night's grind. T a ta-see you next week I 
AUGUST 
3 Class Day exercises. Among other things the presidents of the sororities and 
fraternities tried their hanc:ls at public spe3king Mom raved over our beautiful 
ca;-npus. Isn't she sweet::> Still loo:<.ing tor my left saddle shoe. I'd love to 
take home a pair this year. 
4 Degrees and diplomas in hand we bid our cla.ssmates a fond adieu. See you at 
the prom tonight. Don't stay out too late. 
5 Well, this is it 1 The trunks have oone, we've said good-bye, and now out into 
the world. Good luck, old friends The best of all to you. 
The school year is o'er 
From friends we must part, 
But mem'ries of Bryant 
Wi II long fi II each heart. 
Seventeen 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS 
MARY WONG VIRGINIA CRAWFORD 
CLASS DAY SPEAKERS 
ELIZABETH BURNHAM BARBARA MacKENZIE 
SENIOR PROM COMMITTEE 
JANET NEWELL 
ELLEN FINNEY 
EVELYN MADONNA 
NORMAN BONN--CHAIRMAN 
JEANNE CIPRANO 
JOE BROWN 
CATHY HALLIGAN 
MARY WALSH 
ELAINE MALE 
EVELYN GUNN 
SCOTT SCHALLER 
CARL PETRONIO 

The Leclger 
BARBARA R. ADELMAN 
175 Tenth Street 
Prov1dence, Rhode Island 
Accountancy and Finance 
"Genius does what it must, 
Talent does what it can." 
Beta Sigma Gamma, Secre-
tary, '42; Bryant Service Club; 
Key Society 
DORIS l. APPLEBY 
58 lakeview Road 
Saylesville, R. I. 
Executive Secretarial 
"Thought and silence are one" 
Bryant Service Club; The Key 
Society 
ELIZABETH ASHLEY 
32 White Street 
Taunton. Massachusetts 
Intensive Secretarial 
"S!le has a friendly nature." 
JOAN BAILEY 
134 Drury Avenue 
Athol, Massachusetts 
Secretarial 
"Merry as the day is long'' 
Dramatic Club, Vice-Presi-
dent, '44; Bryant Serv1ce Club 
Twenty 
BETSY BOURNE BAKER 
683 School Street 
Webster, Massachusetts 
Secretarial 
"Work first and then rest." 
Bryant Service Club 
LOIS BURNELL BAKER 
South Street 
Chesterfield, Massachusetts 
Executive Secretarial 
"Friendship is a sheltering 
tree." 
Bryant Service Club 
HELEN F. BANAS 
42 Mendon Street 
Uxbridge, Massachusetts 
Secretarial 
"Not too serious, not too gay, 
but always pleasant in 
work and play." 
Bryant Service Club 
PAULINE BARBER 
19 Mechanic Street 
Norwich, Connect.icut 
Year Business Administration 
"To know her is to like her." 
Beta Sigma Gamma; Bryant 
Service Club 
NORMA LOUISE BERRY 
12 We ll ington Street 
New Britain, Connect icut 
In tensive Secretarial 
"Her smile is ever sweet." 
Sigma Lambda Theta 
AVIS L. BLACKWAY 
Hortonville Road 
Swansea, Massachusetts 
Accountancy and Finance 
"The pen is the tongue of the 
mind." 
Key Society; Kappa Delta 
Kappa; On the Campus; Led-
ger Staff, '43, '44 
MIRIAM ANN BOICE 
70 North Pine Avenue 
Albany, New York 
Executive Secretarial 
"It's the spi rit that counts. " 
Sigma Iota Chi; Ledger Staff, 
'43, '44; Bryant Service Club 
NORMAN BONN 
40 Ansel Avenue 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Year Business Admin ist rat ion 
"Taking all thinas in his st ride." 
Bryant Service Club; Ledger 
Staff, '44 
1944 
CATHERINE A. BRAY 
104 Fourth Street 
Norwich, Connecticut 
Secretarial II 
"Wise to resolv~, and patient to 
perform. 
Sigma Lambda Theta; Glee 
Club; Orchestra 
MILDRED BRESLOW 
38 Sprina Street 
Derby, Connecticut 
Medical Secretarial 
"She looked a little wistfully, 
Then went her sunshine way." 
Beta S1gma Gamma; Ledger 
Staff, '44 
RUTH BREWER 
23 Lark Street 
Cobleskill, New York 
Intensive Secretarial· 
"An affable and courteous lit-
tle lady." 
Kappa Delta Kapaa; Orches-
tra 
JOSEPH B. BROWN 
502 North Main Street 
Woonsocket, Rhode Island 
Accountancy and Finance 
"Veni, vidi, vici ." 
Phi Sigma Nu, Presiden~, '43; 
Key Society; Bryant Service 
C:ub, General Committee; 
Ledger Staff, '44 
Twenty-one 
The Leclger 
EMILIA ANTONETTA 
BUCOLO 
391 Wood Street 
Bristol, Rhode Island 
Teacher Training 
"Mine honor is my life, both 
grow in one; 
Take honor from me and my 
life is done" 
Ledger Staff, '43, Co-Editor, 
'44; Siqma Iota Chi, Secre-
tary, '42, President, '43, Vice-
President, '44; Beta Chi Tau, 
Vice-President, '43, Presi-
dent, '44; Bryant Service 
Club, General Committee, 
'44; Student Council, '42; 
Greek Letter Dance Com-
mittee, '42 
ELIZABETH LOOMIS 
BURNHAM 
962 Main Street 
East Hartford, Connecticut 
Accountancy an::l Finance 
"Those about her from her shall 
read the perfect ways of 
honor" 
Sigma Lambda Theta, Vice-
President, '44; Bryant Service 
Club; Key Society; Glee Club; 
Ledger Staff, '43, Co-Editor, 
'44; Softball 
ELINOR BURNS 
5 Granduer Court 
Norwich, Connecticut 
Secretarial II 
"Knowledge comes, 
But wisdom lingers." 
Glee Club; Kappa Delta 
Kapl)a 
MAY BURROW 
219 Cross Street 
Central Falls, Rhode Island 
Secretarial 
"Her hair is not more sunny 
than her heart." 
Bryant Service Club 
Twenty-two 
HELEN LESLIE BURROWS 
939 Hope Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"Studious of ease, and fond of 
humble things." 
Beta Sigma Gamma 
LORETTA G. CARDOSA 
Main Street 
Swansea, Massachusetts 
Secretarial 
"A woman's eyes &re the win-
dows of her soul." 
Bryant Service Club 
CONSTANCE L. CARRIER 
24 Barney Avenue 
Pawtucket, Rho::le Island 
Executive Secretarial 
"A good heart is better than 
all the heads in the 
world." 
Bryant Service Club 
EILEEN F. CHAMPLIN 
Box 154 
Ashaway, Rhode Island 
Secretari al II 
"Principle is ever her motto, not 
expediency." 
MARY S. CHEEVER 
110 Dexter Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
[" xecutive Secretarial 
"Work first and then rest" 
Bryant Service Club 
MARIAN L. CHEVERETTE 
12 Pleasant Street 
Peru, New York 
Secretarial II 
"She was ever precise in prom-
ise keeping." 
Bryant Service Club 
PEGGY KATHERINE 
CHYTILO 
925 County Street 
Fall River, Massachusetts 
Teacher Training 
"I saw her, and I loved her 
I sought her, and I won her." 
Beta Chi Tau, Secretary, '44; 
Bryant Service Club, Co-
Chairman Knitting Commit-
tee, '42, '43, '44; Glee Club; 
Key Society 
LISA MARY CIPOLLA 
87 Pontiac Street 
Natick, Rhode Island 
Teacher Training 
"A little of thy merriment 
Of thy sparkling light content 
Give me my cheerful brook'' 
Beta Chi Tau; Sigma Iota 
Chi; Bryant Serv ice Club 
1944 
JEANNE D. CIPRANO 
2686 Dixwell Avenue 
Hamden, Connecticut 
Executive Secretarial 
"Then mixt the laughter with 
the tears" 
Sigma Iota Chi 
MARY ELIZABETH CLIFFORD 
304 Asylum Street 
Norwich, Connecticut 
Year Business Administration 
"A calm and steady mind." 
DORIS RUTH COHEN 
7 Price Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Executive Secretarial 
"What she- lacks in height 
She makes up for in vigor'' 
Beta Sioma Gamma; Bryant 
Service Club 
IDA COHEN 
60 Washington Street 
Taunton, Massachusetts 
Secretarial II 
"Her actions are to secure the 
love of her neighbor." 
Beta Sigma Gamma 
Twenty-three 
The Lec/ger 
RITA A. COREY 
26 Marion Terrace 
Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"The secret of success is con-
stancy to purpose." 
PATRICIA CORNELL 
26 Laurel Street 
Fairhaven, Massachusetts 
Intensive Secretarial 
"Take it easy and breezy" 
ARMANDO CORPACI 
555 Main Street 
Torrington, Connecticut 
Accountancy and Finance 
"Ah why should life ~II labour 
be~" 
Tau Epsilon, Secretary, '44 
GERTRUDE COURNOYER 
85 Main Street 
Danielson, Connecticut 
Secretarial 
"Laugh and the world laughs 
with you." 
Sigma Lambda Theta; Bryant 
Service Club 
Twenty-four 
VIRGINIA M. CRAWFORD 
1 Fales Street 
Riverside, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"In youth and beauty, wisdom 
is but rare I" 
Orchestra; Glee Club 
FRANCES CHRISTINE 
CRESCENZO 
121 Randall Street 
Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
Intensive 'ecretarial 
"Woman's hair is her crowning 
glory." 
Sigma Iota Chi; Bryant Ser-
vice Club; Glee Club 
BARBARA CRUZ 
The Moorings 
Marion, Massachusetts 
Medical Secretarial 
"You are violets with wind above 
them, 
A child-so high-you are." 
STELLA DAULT 
R. F. D. No.2 
Woonsocket, Rhode Island 
Secretarial 
"Her way is not always quiet" 
DOROTHY WINIFRED DAVIS 
3 Oak Crest 
Brattleboro, Vermont 
Executive Secretarial 
"Foot-loose and fancy free." 
Sigma Lambda Theta· Ping 
Pong; Bryant Service Club 
ELEANOR CONSTANCE 
DeMELLO 
Davisville Road 
East Falmouth, Massachusetts 
Teacher Training 
"Grace is in all her steps, 
heaven in her eyes, 
In every qesture dignity and 
love." 
Bryant Service Club; Beta Chi 
Tau, Treasurer, '43; Ledger 
Staff, '43; Basketball; Key So-
ciety· Kappa Delta Kappa, 
President, '44 
DOROTHY DEMETROPOULOS 
134 Clay Street 
Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
Secretarial 
"Nonsense now and then is 
pleasant." 
Bryant Service Club 
PAULINE C. ELOVITZ 
46 Colebrook Street 
Hartford, Connecticut 
Accountancy and Finance 
"I must fo llow him through 
thick and thin." 
Glee Club; Ledger Staff, '44; 
Beta Sigma Gamma; Bryant 
Service Club 
1944 
RUTH H. ENGLISH 
26 Sheffield Avenue 
Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
Secretarial 
"With words we govern men. 
Bryant Service Club 
JOAN EPHRAIMSON 
15 Middle Street 
Riverside, Rhode Island 
General Business 
"There's nothing ill can dwell 
in such a temple." 
Bryant Service Club 
JAKOB ERLENDSSON 
Thorsgotu 3 
Reykjavik, Iceland 
Business Administration 
"Fearless, fun-loving, and a 
fine friend." 
Tau Epsilon 
SHIRLEY FINE 
57 Savoie Street 
Fall River, Massachusetts 
Executive Secretarial 
"There are some silent people 
who are more interesting 
than the best talkers" 
Bryant Service Club 
Twenty-five 
The Leclger 
ELLEN L. FINNEY 
lll High Street 
Mystic, Connecticut 
Executive Secretarial 
"Grace was in all her steps, 
Heaven in her eyes" 
Sigma Iota Chi; Orchestra; 
Bryant Service Club 
ELIZABETH FISKE 
Easthampton 
Massachusetts 
General Business 
"Work for the love of work, 
and not for the praise of 
people" 
MIRIAM ANN FITZGERALD 
97 Beacon Avenue 
Holyoke, Massachusetts 
Executive Secretarial 
"It is better to be faithful than 
famous." 
Kappa Delta Kappa, T reas-
urer, '44; Bryant Service Club 
W. GLORIA FRALICK 
l Doyle Drive 
North Providence, R~ode Island 
Secretarial II 
"Silence is deep as Eternity." 
Orchestra; Glee Club 
Twenty-six 
DORIS FRECHETTE 
879 York Avenue 
Pawtucket. Rhode Island 
Secretarial 
"You know her bv her clothes" 
Bryant Service Club 
MIRIAM LASCA GARDINER 
R. F. D. No.2 
East Greenwich, Rhode Island 
General Business 
"A tranquil m_i,nd, a calm de-
meanor 
BARBARA LOUISE GARTY 
Pitcher Street 
Marion, Massachusetts 
Secretarial 
"Good nature brings many 
friends." 
Sigma Lambda Theta; Bryant 
Service Club 
DAUNE GEARY 
468 Arnold Street 
New Bedford, Massachusetts 
Executive Secretarial 
"There is mischief in her eyes" 
Sigma Iota Chi; Bryant Ser-
vice Club 
JEANNETTE GIROUARD 
Louisquisset Pike 
Saylesville, Rhode Island 
Secretarial 
"Quiet arrci unassuming let me 
be.'' 
Bryant Service Club 
BARBARA GOLDBERG 
986 Middle Street 
Fall River, Massachusetts 
Secretarial 
"Talk I must and talk I will" 
Bryant Service Club 
JOAN GOLDBERG 
86 Pontiac Street 
Providence,. Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"A witty woman is a treasure; 
a wit,:y beauty is a 
power 
Ledger Staff, '44; Bryant Ser-
vice Club 
EVELYN GOLIN 
236 Douglas Avenue 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"With prudes for proctors, dow-
agers for deans, 
And sweet girl graduates in 
their golden hair." 
Bryant Service Club 
1944 
FRANCES GOLDENBERG 
397 Sigourney Street 
Hartford, Connec ticut 
Secretarial II 
"The rewa rd of a thing well 
done is to have done it" 
Beta Sigma Gamma; Bryant 
Service Club 
AlLEENE GOODLOFF 
45 Waterman Avenue 
Eden Park, Rhode Island 
Accountancy and Finance 
"She is pretty to walk with, 
And witty to talk with, 
And ple?,sant, too, to think 
on 
Bryant Se rv ice Club, Chair-
man, Ways and Means Com-
mittee 
MARY GOODWIN 
43 Potter Street 
Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"No legacy is so rich as hon-
esty." 
Bryant Service Club 
ELIZABETH GORDON 
84 Tremon t Street 
Taunton, Massachusetts 
Intensive Secretarial 
"She smiled and the shadows 
departed." 
Twenty-seven 
The Leclger 
LUCILLE ESTHER GOTSELL 
310 Railroad Street 
Thomaston, Connecticut 
Executive Secretarial 
"Life without laughing is a 
dreary blank." 
Orchestra; Ledger Staff, '43, 
'44; Sigma Lambda Theta, 
Treasurer, '44; Bryant Service 
Club; Basketball 
VIRGINIA E. GOUGH 
15 Eddy Street 
North Attleboro, Massachusetts 
Secretarial II 
"Humble because of knowledge, 
mighty by sacrifice" 
Bryant Service Club 
MARY A. GREENE 
19 Prairie Avenue 
Suffern, New York 
Secretarial II 
"Honor lies in honest toil." 
Bryant Service Club 
FLORENCE GROSSHANDLER 
201 S. Miami Avenue 
Miami, Florida 
"If your heart is as kind , 
As your young eyes now. 
Twenty-eight 
EVELYN GUNN 
49 Moore Avenue 
Naugatuck, Connecticut 
Executive Secretarial 
"Sincerity, friendliness, and 
cheerfulness" 
Sigma Lambda Theta, Secre-
tary, '44; Bryant Service Club 
MARIAN LOUISE GUSTINE 
11 Merriam Street 
Meriden, Connecticut 
General Business 
"0 be my friend and teach me 
to be thine." 
Basketball 
MILDRED GUTBRODT 
R. D. No. 3 
Troy, New York 
Secretarial II 
"The heart to conceive, the un-
derstanding to direct, 
and the hand to exe-
cute" 
Sigma Lambda Theta; Basket-
ball; Dramatic Club; Bryant 
Service Club 
HELEN M. HADDAD 
15 Hillside Drive 
Norwich, Connecticut 
Secretarial II 
"Mo::leration, the noblest gift of 
Heaven." 
Sigma Lambda Theta; Dra-
matic Club · 
CATHERINE ANN HALLIGAN 
145 Arnold Avenue 
Edgewood, Rho:Je Island 
Teacher Training 
"Cioth'd in the beauty of love 
and youth, at last she be-
held him, 
Only more beautiful made by 
his death-like silence 
and absence." 
Bryant Service Club; Miss 
Bryant, '42; Sigma Iota Chi, 
Pres1dent, '44; Beta Ch1 Tau, 
Secretary, '43, Vice-Pres1dent, 
'44 
MADELINE HALPERN 
665 Smith Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"The price of wisdom is above 
rubies." 
Bryant Serv1ce Club 
RUTH HAMMOND 
3 Beckside Road 
North Providence, Rhode Island 
Intensive Secretarial 
"Neat and dainty, always well 
dressed." 
MARION E. HARRINGTON 
167 Pearl Street 
Winchendon, Massachusetts 
Executive Secretarial 
"Always happy, always gay, al-
ways talking, so they 
say." 
Orchestra; Basketball 
1944 
DORIS HARSON 
570 Broad Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"A girl as true as steel." 
HELEN GERTRUDE HARTLEY 
157 Arcade Avenue 
Seekonk, Massachusetts 
Secretarial II 
"A witty woman is a treasure; 
a wity beauty is a 
power 
Bryant Service Club 
ALICE HAWKES 
840 Roanoke Avenue 
Riverhead, New York 
Executive Secretarial 
"Simplicity of character is no 
hindrance to subtlety of 
intellect." 
Bryant Service Club 
PRUDENCE HEALY 
Main Street 
Niantic, Connecticut 
Intensive Secretarial 
"She has won our hearts com-
pletely 
For she smiled so very sweet-
ly." 
Sigma Lambda Theta; Ledger 
Staff, '44; Bryant Service 
Club 
Twenty-nine 
The Lerlger 
EVELYN HEINRICH 
33 Maennerchor Avenue 
Taftville, Connecticut 
Executive Secretarial 
"Lovely to look at, delightful 
to know." 
The Key Society 
GRACE HEPBURN 
72 Providence Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Executive Secretarial I 
"Her smile is ever sweet." 
Bryant Service Club 
MARTHA J. HIDLAY 
1309 Susquehanna Avenue 
Sunbury, Pennsylvania 
Secretarial 
"Her fun sparkles like cham-
pagne." 
Sigma Lambda Theta; Bryant 
Service Club 
MARY ELAINE HOBIN 
336 Northup Street 
Edgewood, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"Hers are the two noblest vir-
tues, which are sweetness 
and light." 
Bryant Service Club 
Thirty 
ROBERTA HOEFLICH 
48 Baker Street 
Devon, Connecticut 
Secretarial II 
"Life is not life at all without 
delight." 
ELIZABETH J. HORSTMANN 
Ballston Road Route 72 
Schenectady, New York 
Year Business Administration 
"Ready for work, ready for play, 
Willing to he!p whomever she 
may." 
Sigma Lambda Theta; Ledger 
Staff, '44; Bryant Service 
Club 
BARBARA ANNE HURTADO 
210 Summit Street 
East Providence, Rhode Island 
Intensive Secretarial 
"Smartness of sty le unequalled" 
Kappa Delta Kappa; Bryant 
Service Club 
ROSE IAPOLO 
401 Wickenden Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
"Deeds, not words" 
HELEN E. !KOLA 
4 Willow Street 
West Warwick, Rhode Island 
Intensive Secretarial 
"A sweeter girl is hard to find, 
For few there are of this rare 
kind." 
Sigma Iota Chi 
CLARE P. IVERS 
1499 Douglas Avenue 
North Providence, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"Gentle of speech, 
Beneficent of mind." 
WANDA JABLECKI 
421 Broadwav 
Pawtucket Rhode Island 
Office Management 
"Her cares were met with 
smiles." 
TOBY LEE JACOBSON 
164 Poplar Street 
Bridgeport, Connecticut 
Executive Secretarial 
"A light heart lives long." 
Beta Sigma Gamma, Vice-
President, '44; Bryant Service 
Club 
1944 
DOROTHY JOHNSON 
40 Roberts Street 
New Britain, Connecticut 
Intensive Secretarial 
"Her actions are modest, 
Her worcis discreet." 
Sigma Lambda Theta 
RUTH MURIEL KESSELL 
158 Stetson Street 
Fall River, Massachusetts 
Executive Secretarial 
"Full of joke and jest." 
Director of Glee Club; Bryant 
Service Club 
LUCILLE KIDA 
50 Brookline Avenue 
Holyoke, Massachusetts 
Executive Secretarial 
"Variety is the spice of life." 
Sigma Lambda Theta, Presi · 
dent, '44; Bryant Service 
Club; Basketball 
ALICE KILLERJ IAN 
33 Carlton Street 
Cranston, Rhode Island 
Accountancy and Finance 
"Let us make hay while the sun 
shines." 
Kappa Delta Kappa; Bryant 
Service Club, Chairman, War 
Bonds and Stamps Commit-
tee; Key Society 
Thirty-one 
The Lec/ger 
LESLIE KIRKER 
South Main Street 
Assonet, Massachusetts 
Executive Secretarial 
"Nothing great is lightly won." 
Glee Club; Br"ant Service 
Club 
CECILIA KLUCZNIK 
16 Parker Street 
Central Falls, Rhode Island 
Secretarial 
"Modesty hath a great charm." 
Bryant Service Club 
IRENE KLUCZNIK 
14 Parker Street 
Central Falls, Rhode Island 
Secretarial 
"Silence is a golden virtue." 
Bryant Service Club 
MARGARET JEAN KNAPP 
Glen Rock, Pennsylvania 
Year Bus1ness Adm1n1strat1on 
"Cute as her accent." 
S1gma Lambda Theta 
Thirty-two 
MILDRED KONDEY 
276 Hunt Street 
Central Falls, Rhode Island 
Secretarial 
"Silence is the mother of truth ... 
Bryant Service Club 
FLORENCE ANN KORKUC 
188 West Avenue 
Seekonk, Massachusetts 
Secretarial II 
"Blushing is the color of vir-
tue." 
Kappa Delta Kappa; Ledger 
Staff, '44; Bryant Service 
Club 
MARJORIE KOVNER 
199 Pleasant Street 
Brook I ine, Massachusetts 
Executive Secretarial 
"I have drunk deep of joy ... 
Beta Sigma Gamma, T reas-
urer, '43, President, '44; Bry-
ant Service Club 
ELAINE KRIGER 
30 Copley Terrace 
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 
Accountancy and Finance 
"It is a world of startling pos-
sibilities." 
Beta Sigma Gamma, Secre-
tary, '44; Ledger Staff, '44; 
Bryant Service Club 
DOROTHY A. LaFERRIERE 
6 North Main Street 
Whitinsville, Massachusetts 
Secretarial II 
"Hers are the ways of a true 
friend." 
Sigma Lambda Theta 
ElLA ELIINA LAHDENPERA 
Box 260 
Ulster Park, New York 
Executive Secretarial 
"Quiet of manner but a won-
derful friend." 
Kappa Delta Kappa; Bryant 
Service Club · 
BEVERLY LAING 
409 Pleasantview Avenue 
Scotia, New York 
Executive Secretarial 
"Worthy of all that might be 
said of her" 
~appa Delta Kappa, Secretary, 
44; Bryant Serv1ce Club 
JEAN L. LEWIS 
Highland Avenue 
Chatham, Massachusetts 
Secretarial II 
"Nobility is the only one vir-
tue." 
Sigma Lambda Theta 
1944 
VERA LINDBERG 
402 Wellington Avenue 
Cranston, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"Hers are the way of pleasant-
ness.~~ 
Bryant Service Club 
PETER P. LINDIA 
5 Carman Street 
Cranston, Rhode Island 
Accountancy and Finance 
"A true friend is a friend fo1 
ever." 
Phi Sioma Nu, Treasurer, '4 
Bryant Service Club 
ELEANORE P. LINKE 
99 Kenney Street 
Forestville, Connecticut 
Executive Secretarial 
"Nothing great was ever 
achieved without enthu-
siasm.11 
Orchestra; Sigma Lambda 
Theta; Ledger Staff, '44; Key 
Society 
BARBARA MARY MacKENZIE 
Litchfield, Connecticut 
Executive Secretarial 
"Man is made great by his own 
will." 
Glee Club; Dramatic Club; 
Bryant Service Club; The Key 
Society; Ledger Staff, '44 
Thirty-three 
The Lec/ger 
EVELYN MADONNA 
42 Carovi lli Street 
North Providence, Rhode Island 
Executive Secretarial 
"Good things carne in small 
packages." 
Sigma Iota Chi; Bryant Ser-
vice Club 
MARGUERITE MALCHIODI 
Box 174 
Montvil le, Connecticut 
Year Business Administration 
"Her actions are modest; her 
words discreet." 
ELAINE MALE 
1579 Union Street 
Schenectady, New York 
Year Business Administration 
" It's nice to be natural, when 
you are naturally nice." 
Sinma Lambda Theta; Ledger 
Staff, '44; Bryant Service 
Club; Basketball 
BEATRICE MALLOWES 
33 Wareham Road 
Marion, Massachusetts 
Secretarial 
"Her voice is ever soft, gentle, 
and low; an excellent 
thing in a woman." 
Sigma Lambda Theta; Bryant 
Service Club 
Thirty-four 
SARAH MANDEL 
146 Washington Street 
Norwich, Connecticut 
Year Business Administration 
"Be the best whatever you are." 
Beta Sigma Gamma; Bryant 
Service Club 
ELISA SYLVIA MARAN 
5 Treadway Avenue 
Norwich, Connecticut 
General Business 
"How like art thou to joy re-
member'd well'' 
YOLANDA MARCONE 
680 Douglas Avenue 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Secretarial I I 
"Whose yesterdays ·look back-
wards with a smi le." 
GERMAINE MARTIN 
134 Hathaway Street 
New Bedford, Massachusetts 
Secretarial 
"Chatter, Chatter, as I go." 
Glee Club; Bryant Service 
Club 
EDITH MASLOWSKI 
139 Pine Street 
North Seekonk, Massachusetts 
Accountancy and Finance 
"He that has patience may com-
pass anything'' 
Ledger Staff, '44· Bryant Ser-
vice Club 
HELEN McNAMARA 
152 Walnut Street 
East Providence, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"She has more goodness in her 
little finqer than he has 
in his whole body" 
DORIS ANN MENDOZA 
Main Street 
Dighton Massachusetts 
Intensive Secretarial 
"She is wise who .talks but lit-
tle." 
MARJORIE MENDOZA 
Elm Street 
Dighton, Massachusetts 
· Secretarial II 
"Perfect simplicity is uncon-
sciously audacious." 
1944 
MIRIAM JULIA MITCHELL 
205 Bucklin Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Intensive Secretarial 
"Why worry over trifles" 
Sigma Iota Chi; Bryant Ser-
vice Club 
SUSAN MORELLI 
18 Armington Avenue 
Providence. Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"Patience is a necessary ingre-
dient of genius." 
SHIRLEY MORSE 
8 Hamilton Place 
Clinton, New York 
Secretarial 
"Lovable, laughable sweetheart 
of the Navy." 
Sigma Lambda Theta; Bryant 
Service Club 
PAULINE NAULT 
40 Bay Street 
Laconia, New Hampshire 
Medical Secretarial 
"And as I lingered, lost in di-
vine delight, 
My heart thanked God for the 
goodly gift of sight." 
Sigma Iota Chi; Basketball 
Thirty-five 
The Leclger 
JANET ELIZABETH NEWELL 
11 Brenway Drive 
West Hartford, Connecticut 
Accountancy and Finance 
"She smiled and the shadows 
departed." 
Sigma Lambda Theta, Mar-
shal, '44; Sno' Ball Queen 
'43; Ledger Staff, '43, '44; 
Glee Club; Basketball; Ping 
Pong Chamr>. '44; Key So-
ciety; Bryant Service Club; 
Softball 
JANET R. OWEN 
247 Chestnut Street 
Gardner, Massachusetts 
Secretarial 
"The surest way not to fail is 
to determine to suc-
ceed." 
Sigma Lambda Theta; Ledger 
Staff, '44; Bryant Service Club 
KALIOPY PANAGIOTIS 
18 Frank Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"Truth stands on one side and 
Ease on the other."' 
BARBARA M. PARMELE 
87 Oakdale Avenue 
Poughkeepsie, New York 
Secretarial II 
"Her vocation is to serve 
others." 
Glee Club; Sigma Lambda 
Theta 
Thirty-six 
ENZA M. PASQUALINI 
27 Edward Avenue 
Norwich, Connecticut 
Secretarial II 
"She knew the precise moment 
when to say nothing" 
Glee Club 
THOMAS PEIRCE 
25 Pleasant Street 
Wickford, Rhode Island 
Accountancy and Finance 
"Be silent and safe - silence 
never betrays you." 
JACQUELINE COSETTE 
PELLETIER 
28 Franklin Street 
Attleboro, Massachusetts 
Secretarial II 
"A merry heart maketh a cheer-
ful countenance." 
Glee Club 
CARL A. PETRON 10 
141 0 Plainfield Street 
Cranston. Rhode Island 
Accountancy and Finance 
"A wise man is strong; 
Yea, a man of knowledge in-
creaseth strength." 
Phi Sigma Nu, Secretary, '43 
WALTERS. PIEHOTA 
44 Cottage Street 
Taunton, Massachusetts 
Accountancy and Finance 
"Worry is not for me" 
Tau Epsilon 
ALDA J. PONTARELLI 
151 Jastram Street 
Providence, Rho::le Island 
Secretarial II 
"Whate're she did was done 
with so much ease, 
In her alone 'twas natural to 
please." 
Bryant Service Club 
DANTINA CARMEN 
QUARTAROLI 
188 Bridgham Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Teacher Training 
"The world was sad 1-the gar-
den was a wild I 
And man, the hermit, sigh'd-
'til woman smil'd." 
Sigma Iota Chi; Beta Chi 
Tau; Key Society; Ledger 
Staff, '42, '44; Bryant Service 
Club, Co-Chairman, Letter 
Writing Committee; On the 
Campus, Associate Editor, 
'42; Student Council, '41, '42 
VIRGINIA LORETTA 
RICHARDS 
\45 Grove Avenue 
East Providence, Rhode Island 
General Business 
"She evidently liked to do the 
right thing." 
Bryant Service Club; Ledger 
Staff, '44 
1944 
THERESE ROBERT 
40 Beacon Street 
Centra l Falls, Rhode Island 
Accountancy anJ Finance 
"True to her word, her work, 
and her friends." 
GLADYS ROBERTSON 
211 Bassett Street 
New Britain, Connecticut 
Secretarial 
"She loves her friends, she likes 
her school, she gets good 
marks for that's her 
rule." 
Glee Club; Bryant Service 
Club 
BARBARA ROPER 
38 Fairview Avenue 
Lynnfield, Massachusetts 
Secretarial II 
"We are young and we are 
friends of time I" 
Bryant Service Club; Sigma 
Iota Chi 
MILDRED LOUISE RUSHTON 
17 Arnold Street 
Lonsdale, Rhode Island 
Secretaria l II 
"There is endless effort in 
knowing 
When to have done."-
Bryant Service Club 
Thirty-seven 
The Ledger 
BARBARA ANN RUSSELL 
39 Wood Street 
Meriden, Connecticut 
General Business 
"Fair as a star when only one is 
seen shining in the sky" 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
CLAIRE SEATON 
1043 Smithfield Avenue 
Saylesville, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"The fairest garden in her looks 
And in her mind the wisest 
books." 
Bryant Service Club 
SCOTT A. SCHALLER 
186 County Street 
Taunton, Masachusetts 
Year Business Administration 
"Ask and you shall learn" 
Phi Sigma Nu; Bryant Service 
Club 
BARBARA J. SCOTT 
185 Grand Avenue 
Edgewood, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"Few things are impossible to 
the diligent and skillful'' 
Bryant Service Club; Ping 
Pong 
Thirty-eight 
KATHLEEN SHANLEY 
14 Clifton Place 
Danbury, Connecticut 
Secretarial I I 
"She leaves her character be-
hind her." 
MARY E. SHEA 
186 West Broad Street 
Westerly, Rhode Island 
Secretarial 
"I never saw her sad." 
Bryant Service Club; Sigma 
Lambda Theta 
JUNE MARIAN SHORE 
419 Pawtucket Avenue 
Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
Executive Secretarial 
"Good taste is the modesty of 
the mind" 
Beta Sigma Gamma; Glee 
Club 
PHYLLIS SPETTIGUE 
44 Merritt Street 
Leominster, Massachusetts 
Intensive Secretarial 
"Right brisk is she, and full of 
spirit'' 
Sigma Lambda Theta 
ANNA STACHOW 
183 Spring Street 
Fall River, Massachusetts 
Secretarial 
"Bright as her hair." 
Bryant Service Club; Ledger 
Staff, '44 
HELEN M. SOUSA 
122 Wood Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Secretarial 
"What care I how tall I be, for 
all the world looks up to 
me " 
Bryant Service Club 
RUTH TARNAPOL 
99 Overhill Road 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Secretarial II 
"In her tongue is the law of 
kindness." 
Beta Sigma Gamma, Vice-
President, '43; Bryant Service 
Club 
MARY TEIXEIRA 
98 High Street 
Valley Falls, Rhode Island 
Executive Secretarial 
"Amiability shines by its own 
light" 
Bryant Service Club 
1944 
JOHN WILLIAM THOMAS 
9 Merrick Street 
Rumford, Rhode Island 
Accountancy and Finance 
"A man's best friend is his 
pipe." 
Tau Epsilon, Vtce- President, 
'44 
BETTY THOMTE 
128 Perron Avenue 
Somerset Center, Massachusetts 
Intensive Secretarial 
"There is mischievousness in 
this girl." 
Siqma Lambda Theta 
GLORIA TIROCCHI 
100 Farmington Avenue 
Providence, Rho:Je Island 
Executive Secretarial 
"Always courteous, good and 
kind." 
Sigma Iota Chi; Bryant Ser-
vice Club 
JOHN TRENCH 
148 Armistic.= Boulevard 
Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
Accountancy and Finance 
"Honest endeavor is the gate-
way to su:cess." 
Key Society; Tau Epsilon, 
Prestdent, '44 
Thirty-nine 
The Ledger 
ESTHER M. VITALE 
14 Beaufort Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
'>ecretarial II 
"All things com:: 'round to her 
who will but wait." 
JUNE VOGEL 
182 Edgewood Street 
Hartford, Connecticut 
Medical Secretarial 
"Come with bows bent and with 
emptying of quivers, 
Maiden m~~t perfect, lady of 
IIQ~t. 
Beta Sigma Gamma 
ETHEL WaGEW 
710 Prospect Street 
Fall River, Massachusetts 
Secretarial 
"For the more a woman knows, 
the more worthy she is." 
Glee Club; Bryant Service 
Club 
SHIRLEY WALKER 
45 East Street 
Wh i tinsvi lie, Massachusetts 
Intensive Secretarial 
"Sugar and ;pice and everything 
nice 
Forty 
JANET MAY WALLENTHIN 
4 Harvard Street 
Attleboro, Massachusetts 
Secretarial I I 
"All her faults are such that 
one loves her still the 
better for them." 
Glee Club 
MARY FRANCES WALSH 
150 Central Avenue 
Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
Teacher Training 
"Happy-go-lucky, fair and free, 
Nothing ;~ere is that bothers 
me 
Beta Chi Tau; Glee Club; 
Ledger Staff, '44; Bryant Ser-
vice Club, Co-Chairman of 
the Letter Writing Commit-
tee 
CHRISTINE WARD 
1271 Chalkstone Avenue 
Providence, Rhode Island 
SecretJrial I I 
"Her words, like so many nimble 
and airy servitors, trip 
about her at command." 
Bryant Service Club 
JUNE ANNE WATSON 
295 Seaside Avenue 
Black Rock 
Bridgeport, Connecticut 
Secretarial II 
"Charms strike the sight, but 
merit wins the soul." 
Glee Club; Dramatic Club 
DOROTHY E. WILLIAMS 
170 Second Street 
East Providence, Rhode Island 
Secretarial I I 
"A loving heart is the begin-
ning of all knowledge-" 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
ANN WILLIAMSON 
48 Central Street 
Narragansett, Rhode Island 
Intensive Secretarial 
"No legacy is so rich as hon-
esty." 
LOIS LORRAINE WINKLER 
361 Elmgrove Avenue 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Executive Secretarial 
"Beware of her hair, 
For she excels all women in 
the magic of her looks." 
Beta Si(]ma Gamma; Bryant 
Service Club 
1944 
STELLA ZACHARIA 
8003 Shore Road 
Brooklyn, New York 
Accountancy and Finance 
"Everything happens to me-" 
Beta Sigma Gamma, T reas-
urer, '44; Bryant Service Club, 
Co-Chairman, Knitting Com-
mittee 
IRMA ZINNO 
815 Harris Avenue 
Woonsocket, Rhode Island 
Secretarial I I 
"The mildest manners with the 
bravest mind." 
Bryant Service Club 
ROSALIND ZURIER 
29 Radcliffe Avenue 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Intensive Secretarial 
" I love to eat, I love to walk, 
But most of all I love to talk." 
MARY G. WONG 
771 Stafford Road 
Fall River, Massachusetts 
Accountancy and Finance 
"A sweeter girl is hard to find, 
For there are few of this rare 
kind." 
Key Society 
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TEACHER TRAINING 
We, the members of the Commercial Teacher-
Training class of 1944, being unsound of mind 
after six months of teaching do hereby make, 
will, ordain, publish, bequeath and declare all our 
worldly possessions in this our last legal Will and 
Testament with our best wishes. 
We, the quiet, ever-cooperative Seniors do 
hereby will to the faculty a ton of aspirins so that 
they can enjoy the peace after we leave. 
I, Millie "Flirtatious" Bucolo, do hereby leave 
to Bryant College Library a stack of the Midship-
men's joke book, "The Log," for those students 
who wish to read a brand of higher "literature" 
I, Peggy "Daisy Mae" Chytilo, hereby bequeath 
to Alice O'Day my special brand of woo-wooing, 
Dogpatch style, in the hope of eventual success. 
I, Lisa "Ambitious" Cipolla, hereby leave my 
jet black wig to Dorothy Macomb to startle the 
man of her dreams. 
I, Connie "Shorty" DeMello, do hereby be-
queath my "No Parking" sign to Rose Kwochka, 
who wi II put it to the best use 
I, Cathy " Miss Bryant" Halligan, do hereby 
will to Shirley Carpenter the stone benches on the 
campus so that she too may get her "Johnny." 
Forty-four 
I, Danny "Half-pint" Quartaroli, hereby gladly 
forsake my twelve half-buried, half-starved imag-
inary little brats to Catherine Varr with which to 
protect herself whenever she attends Mr Rich-
ards' Law classes. 
I, Mary "Dignified" Walsh, hereby painfully 
ordain my baseball bat to Marion Pothier, who 
may swing it at her heart's desire. 
We, the laziest Seniors ever to leave Bryant 
College, hereby bequeath to the big class of 
Juniors six months of torture in the form of stu-
dent teaching 
to the unsuspecting Sophomores a bloody 
year of shorthand classes. 
. .. to the quiet Freshmen a new crop of men 
to keep them busy in the evening. 
and to the inno:::ent incoming Freshmen 
a cozy cell in which to pass their four-year prison 
term. 
IN WITNESS HEREOF, we, the Commercial 
Teacher-Training class of 1944 of Bryant College 
hereunto set all seven pairs of hands and seal this 
document this 4th day of August, 1944. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Be it remembered that we, the B. A Class of 
1944, in the city of Providence and vicinity of 
Butler, being of sound mind and memory in the 
tradition of our department, but knowing the 
uncertainty of this life (as we live it), do each 
personally and individually make this our last 
will and testament, hereby revoking all prior 
wills by us at any time heretofore made. 
After just payment of our banquet and hang-
over expenses: 
Edith Maslowski leaves an empty ink bottle 
on the front desk in Room 3E, in hopes that it 
will be refilled by some generous new Senior. 
Terry Robert leaves three waitress's uniforms 
and all the sailors at the Downyflake to the next 
courageous student who wants to tackle them. 
John Trench leaves his self-assurance and poise 
in public speaking to Bob Manchester, with a 
sudden sympathy for a rival fraternity. 
Walter Piehota leaves his penetrating voice 
still echoing through the halls of the third floor 
He trained it by singing above a bus motor on 
the way in from Taunton. 
Bette Burnham leaves her "spur of the mo-
ment" trips to any Freshman who has a yen for 
travel. 
Elaine Kriger leaves her "Sunny" smile to Dot-
tie Macomb to charm her admirers. 
Poppy Elovitz leaves her collection of suits to 
any Freshman who wants· to take over as feminine 
fashion competitor with Mr. Appleby. 
Avis Blackway leaves in time to start her long 
trek through the woo::Js to Swansea. 
Bi II Thomas leaves his trusty briar pipe to 
Arthur Bellin to add to his collegiate bearing 
Tommy Peirce leaves his formula for "Peirce's 
Perpetual Hair-Grower". Maybe it will work bet-
ter on someone else. 
Stella Zacharia leaves with her accent and her 
love of Brooklyn, from which she could never 
part. 
Alice Killerjian leaves her pet kick, "I don't 
mind working twenty-four hours a day, but it's 
this overtime that gets me." 
Mary Wong leaves her tall stories, some tra-
ditional, some original, which entertained a cer-
tain few during lunch hours. 
Janet Newell, having already left her Sno' 
Queen crown, leaves now to catch the 12:30 bus 
for Hartford, where she and her former room-
mate and partner in crime believe "life can be 
beautiful". 
Norman Bonn gladly wills his Machines Class 
to anyone. 
Jean Knapp wills her running legs to Madeline 
Gnazzo going for the mail. 
Mary Clifford bequeaths her dislike for vege-
tables to anyone who will accept it. 
Betty Horstmann wills the winter weather in 
Providence to anyone who doesn't like to ski. 
Scott Schaller leaves his dancing ability 
Marguerite Malchiodi wills her ability to take 
pictures to another camera fan. 
Pauline Barber and Sarah Mandel leave their 
friendship. 
Elaine Male leaves her seat in the back row 
to "Spence" Richmond, who is usually there any-
way. 
Jakob Erlendsson leaves Wally to carry on in 
his stead. As a team, they made quite an im-
pression on the feminine population of Bryant. 
We, the MID-YEAR Seniors of the Class of 
1944, being of sound minds, sound bodies, and 
sounder heads, herewith declare this to be our 
last wi II and testament: 
To the F acuIty we leave the elevator, they can 
take their "ups and downs" in that. 
To Mr. Allan we leave one copy of the New 
York Times, with the sincere promise that we 
won't tell. 
Peter P Lindia leaves to Mr. Richards the du-
bious honor of being the biggest man in the 
College. 
Aileene Goodloff leaves to the girls of Bryant 
the difficult task of mending all the male hearts 
that were broken when she walked by. 
Carl A Petronio leaves with regret. 
To the Board of Directors we leave one copy 
of the Bryant College Catalogue with the sug-
gestion that they read it and meditate. 
Joseph B Brown leaves to Mr. Appleby a stand-
ing invitation to be his guest at the first game 
of the World Series- when the Boston Red Sox 
win the American League Pennant. (Now, now, 
Professor, no heckling.) 
Barbara Adelman leaves with the mystery of 
her ability to do a previous night's homework 
and listen to a lecture at the same time and 
comprehend them both unsolved. 
To the Students of Bryant we leave the South 
Campus, the North Campus, and Sund ia I T er-
race. We hope that they can find them. We 
couldn't. 
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EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL 
The Class of 1944 of Bryant College in the 
City of Providence, the State of Rhode Island, 
wishing to be remembered and to be given a 
place among really great classes, does bequeath 
the following in our last wi ll and testament: 
To Miss Cameron we leave our sincere thanks 
for her patience and personal guidance and also 
the earnest wish that she may continue for many 
years in her position as Dean. 
To Mr. Handy we leave a large wheelbarrow 
to tote his stacks of miscellaneous matter that 
he always seems to be in need of when journey-
ing to his next class. 
To Miss Collins we leave a number 18 shoe 
coupon in the hope that she may continue in 
her untiring efforts to entertain the members 
of the armed forces. 
To Mr. "Do you follow mel" Mercier we leave 
a bunch of celery to help quiet his nerves after 
his strenous machine and accounting classes 
To Miss Hines we leave a magic bowling ball 
which will make a strike no matter how she throws 
it. 
To Mr. Richards we leave a copy of "How to 
Thin Friends and Influence People" to replace 
his present copy of "Original Jokes and Sarcas-
tic Cynicisms" by George A. Richards 
To Miss Bernardin we leave a pair of fur ear-
muffs to keep the noise of beginning typists 
from injuring her eardrums. 
To Mr. Vinal we leave the following informa-
tion: Lecture courses should be conducted be-
tween the rate of 100 and 140 words per min-
ute. 
To the latest members of the faculty- Miss 
Neel, Miss Aylward, Miss Swift, and Miss Glidden 
we leave our apologies for any disillusionment 
we may have given them. Cheer up a new class 
is on its way. 
To Mr. Naylor we leave a unanimous request 
that you give our successors more of an oppor-
tunity to listen to your accomplishments along 
the musical lines. 
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The following Dignitaries, being on the verge 
of disintegration and having been adjudged of 
more or less sound minds and unusual talents, 
do hereby bestow some of our appreciated and 
depreciated possessions to the fo llowing bene-
ficiaries: 
"Dottie" Davis leaves her Navy contacts to 
any "fair damsel" who believes she is capable 
of filling "Dot's" shoes. 
Barbara (Dugan) MacKenzie leaves her high 
scholastic standing to the promising freshman, 
Veronica Barto. 
Leslie Kirker leaves her pamphet on "West 
Point Etiquette" to the drooling Freshmen. 
Miriam Boice leaves her mice-charming ability 
to Helen Arzaniewicz. Here's hoping she treats 
them as well as "Mimi" has in the past. 
To i:myone courageous enough to penetrate 
into the wi Ids of Massachusetts, Lois Baker leaves 
a thesis as to the location of "Chesterfield". 
Daune Geary leaves her ecstatic expressions 
when the mailman brings "the" letter from over-
seas, to I rene Sergay. 
Marion Harrington, better known as "lmpy'', 
leaves her vivaciousness in the dormitory to Rita 
Collette. 
Toby Jacobson leaves her jitterbugging tactics 
to "Jo" Wodecki. 
Marjorie Kovner leaves her good luck saying 
"Attelogy" to Alvera Hultenius. 
Shirley Fine leaves her inopportune outbursts 
to Dorothy Miller. 
Doris Appleby leaves her quiet unassuming 
ways to Lenore Barowsky. 
Doris Cohen leaves with her four-inch heels 
to the joy of all who marveled at the way she 
was able to maneuver so ex:Jertly on them. 
Ellen Finney leaves her favorite seat at the 
Brown Bear while she walks off with the "Booth". 
Constance Carrier leaves her two-inch bows 
to Marjorie Eddy. 
Jeanne Ciprano leaves her little black book 
of names to Angeline De Libero-lucky gir l-
May you be as successful as Jeanne has been. 
Lucille Gotsell leaves her contagious gigg le to 
Denise Brown 
Evelyn Gunn leaves her beautiful wavy hair to 
Rachel Donahue-now Rachel they will mean it 
when they call you "cur ly". 
Evelyn Heinrich leaves her sophisticated man-
ner to Luci lie Parent. 
Beverly Laing relinquishes her industriousness 
to Mary Blandin. 
Eleanore Linke leaves her title of President 
of the Most Successful Date Bureau on the cam-
pus to Phyllis Holgate 
Evelyn Madonna leaves her cozy remarks to 
Patricia Gregg. 
Gloria Tirocchi leaves a book on pronuncia-
tion of proper names to the teachers so that 
the new students wi II not be embarrassed by 
further mispronunciation of their names. 
Lois Winkler leaves her knack of dressing per-
fectly from head to toe to Harriet Merri II. 
Lucille Kida leaves her title of "Sno' Queen" 
to the next lucky gir l- may the crown fit her 
as well as it did "Lucy". 
Mary Cheever leaves Bryant with the comfort-
ing thought that she came very close to finish-
ing her "Sec Tech". 
Alice Hawkes leaves her endless knowledge 
to the needy during exam week. 
Ei Ia Lahdenpera leaves her quiet efficiency to 
Jeannette Bothe. 
Mary Teixeira leaves her shorthand ability to 
al l the Freshmen-they will certainly need it. 
Miriam Fitzgerald leaves her undying faith-
fulness to the "right one" to Gwen Gibson. 
To anyone in the Freshman Class who desires 
to knit for someone in the armed forces, June 
Shore will be only too glad to give them her 
personal instructions. 
Ruth Kessell leaves her nonchalant air to Flor-
ence Butler. 
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SECRETARIAL 
We, the Class of 1944, of Bryant College, 
in the city of Providence, . the State of Rhode 
Island, being of sound mind and sane judgment, 
wish to dispose of our possessions, gifts, and 
skills in a regular manner, and do hereby give, 
devise, and bequeath the aforementioned pos-
sessions, gifts, and ski lis as follows: 
Cecilia and I rene Klucznik leave the memory 
of confusion that two names so nearly alike bring 
to a class and a school. 
Anna Stachow wi II leave her long golden tresses 
to Rachel Donahue if Rachel will promise to 
put the scissors away. 
Helen Banas leaves her feet to anyone who 
has shoes big enough to house them or an· extra 
ration stamp. 
Joan Bailey leaves a bundle of letters neatly 
tied with a pale blue ribbon to be read again in 
future accounting classes. 
Ruth English leaves vacant her love seat to be 
filled by anyone who can take her place. What 
say you to that, Mr. Dorr;J 
Jeannette Girouard leaves her '42 Roadmaster 
to anyone who can show her where she can pro-
cure a helicopter. 
Germaine Martin wishes to inform everyone 
that her name is not "Miss Martin Germaine". 
Helen Sousa directs that her towering stature 
be left to anyone who would like to walk around 
with his head in the clouds. 
Barbara Goldberg directs that her job as mail 
girl in Harriet Hall Annex be given to her suc-
cessor. 
Janet Owen leaves only to return. 
Mary Elizabeth Burrow wishes to divulge the 
secret of "How you, too, may have glistening 
red hair." Shhh 1 Henna rinse. 
Martha Hidlay gives, devises, and bequeaths 
her "silver wings" to the person with the sole 
desire of FLYING HIGH. 
Mildred Kondy, Dorothy Demetropoulos, and 
Doris Frechette leave the fair halls of Bryant 
to walk "in a better land, I know"- Pawtucket. 
Loretta Cardosa bequeaths a few of her spare 
addresses from her little black book to a less 
fortunate "Miss". 
Mary Shea and Barbara Garty wish to leave 
the title of "Farmers in the Dorm" to some ener-
getic person with an eye for public beauty and 
a great ambition to keep the yard of Harriet Hall 
neatly raked at all times. 
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Beatrice Mallowes leaves her meek manner to 
some flighty Freshman. 
Betsy Baker with a nostalgic tear in her eye 
leaves her post of making life "interesting" for 
Miss Collins. 
Gladys Robertson wishes to put on the market 
her new "Mairzy Doats Brief Cases" which are 
guaranteed to lend an intelligent air and are 
bound to make a good impression. 
Ethel Wa Gew desires to leave her error-proof 
method of figuring a work sheet to those who 
will comprise the next Accounting Class. 
Gertrude Cournoyer regretfully leaves her sta-
tion in Salisbury Hall and takes her liquid diet 
with her. 
To the Faculty we leave our reputation to be 
used to the best advantage. 
Mildred Gutbrodt leaves her photogenic face 
to any Freshman worthy of having her picture 
in the paper three times in one semester. 
Helen Hartley leaves her ability to "swing it" 
on the piano to Bugsy Kebrek. 
To Shirley Carpenter, Aida Pontarelli leaves a 
book edited by Jacky Pelletier called "The Tech-
nique of Wolfing" 
Tina Ward leaves her knack for cutting classes 
to someone who can get away with it as much 
as she did . 
We recommend these outstanding examples 
for models to the underclassmen: Dot Laferriere's 
intelligence and efficiency, Ginny Crawford's 
beauty and personality, Vera Lindberg's shyness 
and pretty blonde hair, and Claire Seaton's quiet 
and reserved manner. 
We leave Mary Hobin and Clare Ivers trying 
to come to a happy medium in height 
To Arthur Bellin, Susan Morelli and Yolanda 
Marcone leave their common sense. 
Barbara Scott bequeaths her cute giggle to 
Louella Gavitt 
June Watson leaves her way of smiling and 
"throwing a line" to Chuck Connors. 
Helen McNamara and Irma Zinno leave their 
scholastic ability to any freshmen who wish to 
attain equally high goals 
Frances Goldenberg wills her knack for doing 
math to John Lindia. 
We leave Mary Greene and Marian Cheverette 
sti II the best of friends. 
Kaliopy Panagiotis wills her "ready humor" to 
George Kane. 
We leave Dottie Williams happily married to 
her sailor. 
Enza Pasqualini wills her ability to believe in 
people 
Helen Haddad wills to any new Freshman her 
ability to get acquainted with anyone 
Catherine Bray, Virginia Gough, and Lovis 
Evans will to any three Freshmen their quiet and 
pleasant personalities. 
Elizabeth Fiske wills her seat in Whelan's to 
any frosh who is worthy of it. 
Ethel Brown leaves one book of tardy excuses 
written by Helen Burrows and edited by Eileen 
Champlin 
Elinor Burns leaves her inquisitiveness to any-
O:le who can think up as many questions as she 
can. 
Ida Cohen and Mar;orie Mendoza will their 
Icing ride from Taunton to someone who I i kes to 
ride. 
Ann Williamson and Esther Vitale leave their 
ability to stay out of school and still manage to 
pass to anyone who is equally successful. 
Gloria Fralick and Rita Corey bequeath their 
quietness to some who can use this trait. 
Mary Goodwin leaves her shortness to I rene 
Sergay. 
Kay Shanley and Barbara Parmele will their 
good taste in clothes to anyone willing to at-
tempt to equal it. 
Helen I kola leaves her cheery disposition. 
Phyllis Spettigue leaves her neatness to any-
body who needs it. 
Elizabeth Ashley leaves her brains in Spelling. 
Anybody who wants them can go in and pick them 
up. 
Betty Tho:11te leaves her interest in the Ma-
rines to Bryant's morale builders. 
Rosalind Zurier leaves her experiences in Miss 
Collins's English Class. 
Norma Berry leaves with her three sidekicks. 
Miriam Mitchell leaves her clashy combinations 
to Joe College Freshmen. 
Frances Crescenzo leaves her Kelly green to 
Saint Patrick's descendants. 
Betty Gordon leaves her noon-day siesta to 
Bryant's night owls. 
Prudence Healy leaves her pleasant but se ldom 
seen smi le. 
Shirley Walker leaves her speed demon ability 
in typing to some strugg ling student. 
Barbara Hurtardo leaves her wardrobe and good 
taste in clothes. 
Dorothy Johnson leaves as quietly as she came. 
Ruth Brewer leaves her sophisticated air to 
anyone who desires it. 
Ruth Hammond leaves her willingness to help 
to the conscientious students. 
Evelyn Golin wills a standing order of one 
grilled cheese sandwich every day to anyone who 
has a strong enough constitution to take it. 
Ruth Tarnapol leaves 100 dictations-enough 
said. 
Madeline Halpern wills a package of slightly 
used gum to anyone who will find that helps 
prevent them from biting their fingerna ils down 
to the elbow. 
Barbara Roper leaves her talent for doing office 
machines to anyone who has heard about the 
course. 
Joan Goldberg leaves a new personalized sys-
tem of shorthand. 
Mildred Rushton and Janet Wallenthin leave 
(period ). 
GENERAL BUSINESS 
Miriam Gardiner leaves her art of thinking up 
"ex::uses" for being late to whoever can use it. 
Joan Ephraimson leaves her philosophy of "I'll 
Get By" to William Keplesky. 
Elizabeth Fiske bequeaths to any successor 
of hers, her ability to get out of the dorm un-
seen. 
Marian Gustine leaves her many dates to Shir-
ley Carpenter. 
Elisa Maran leaves her quiet amiability to Bea 
McCrudden. .. 
Virginia Richards is just leaving 
Barbara Russell leaves her "innocence" to 
Louella. 
MEDICAL SECRETARIAL 
June Vogel leaves her ability to rise ear ly in 
the morning to Claire Elkin. 
Florence Grosshandler leaves that seat in 
Whelan's to Florence Butler It's the one next 
to you know who 
Barbara Cruz leaves her smi I ing countenance 
to whoever can duplicate it. 
Mildred Breslow leaves Harriet Hall to those 
young, unsuspecting Freshmen. 
Pauline Nault leaves her subt le, quiet ways to 
be remembered "As Time Goes By". 
All in all , we, the Class of '44, are certain that 
we will be sad ly missed by underclassmen and 
Faculty alike. At this point the Faculty will 
have to admit that their conclusion of our being 
so physically well-developed that we were muscle-
bound between the ears, is distorted. 
In witness whereof, we, the Class of 1944, 
the testator, hereunto set our hand and our seal, 
this 4th day of Auqust, in the year of Our Lord, 
one thousand nine hundred and forty-four. 
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TEACHER TRAINING 
Danny's lnft:-rno 
(Or what happened to CTT '44 in Hades) 
(With due apologies to Dante ) 
A heavy thunder broke the deep sleep I was in; 
and, sitting up, I looked around. Jets of red, 
yellow, and blue flames were rising all around 
me. 
"Now let us descend into the wor ld below," began 
my guide who was no less a personage than 
Virgil Thus we entered into Hades. 
"Tell me, Master, tell me, Sir," I began, "will I 
see all my c lassmates here;J" 
And he replied, "Aye, al l of them have entered 
the realm of Hades this year of our Lord 2044 
B.C to attend this class gathering." 
Thus we entered into a place open, luminous, and 
decorated in crimson, and with pitchforks all 
about. 
saw in one cozy corner, Cathy Halligan, head 
bowed down, knitting for all the seventeen 
little Marchants. 
saw thrice-married Mil lie Bucolo, the former 
superintendent of Public Schools in Bristol, 
who worked her students to death with home-
work. 
Fifty-two 
saw Mary Walsh warming herself in the center 
of the room. She never did like cold wintry 
spots like New Eng land, although my guide 
told me she found Iceland much warmer. 
When I raised my eyelids a little higher, I saw 
Connie DeMello, tall and attractive Connie, 
in her colorful red devil suit tapping the floor 
nervously with her pitchfork anxious to return 
to Howard, thirty floors below. 
And I saw Lisa Cipolla in the midst of them all , 
up to her merriment and playing up to the 
Devil himself That young lady certainly knows 
how to go places with those rolling eyes of hers. 
Then I turned to my guide : "Ahl tell me, I see 
Peg Chytilo here toou I heard these words : 
"She was a success among mortals. She beat 
her husband every night. Poor Frank Ill" 
I cannot paint the picture in full for, alas, I have 
no more red paint. We sat around, fanning 
ourselves and spoke much more than I repeat. 
Thus we passed the day. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Time : 1964 
Place : The upper stratosphere 
I am the Spirit of BA I have traveled the 
world and several planets since my earthly be-
ing, the BA class of 1944, graduated and set 
out into the world. I am in 24 different places 
at once and know the thoughts of 24 different 
people. I have prompted their ambitions and 
have been responsible for their shortcomings 
since they entered Bryant College 
Now that I have retired to the upper stratos-
phere to review my twenty years' work I find : 
John Trench is Secretary of Finance in Wash-
ington. His job is to determine the cost of ink 
used in printing income tax fo~ms . 
Mary Wong is now Financial Manager of the 
Heavenly Helicopter Transportation Company. 
She started when the service was first introduced, 
as a hostess on the old Fall River Line. 
Stella "Gabby" Zacharia is barker for the 
Brooklyn Dodgers, who gave up Major League 
Baseball and are now a side-show with Barnum 
and Bailey. 
Janet Newell's picture is on the current issue 
of the new fashion magazine, "Toujours Gla-
mour." She poses with two of her "20 little kids." 
Poppy Elovitz, singing under her maiden name, 
gave a concert recently celebrating fifteen years 
with the Metropolitan Opera. Her biggest hit 
was an old favorite, "My Hero," sung with even 
more expression than we remember at Bryant. 
Bill Thomas is instructor of canoeing at Bry-
ant School for Girls, where his captivating blush 
has made this sport the most popular extra-
curricular activity. 
Alice Killerjian is the toast of New York with 
her famous "stack" parties. Kappa Delta Kappa 
will remember her as their original Christmas 
Tree girl. 
Walter Piehota collects cigars for Mr. Naylor 
from late students. His job is simplified because, 
of course, the Seniors are never late- they just 
don't come. 
Bette Burnham has just built a mansion with 
the proceeds of her best-selling book, "We Took 
to the Barn," which tells the story of her hus-
band's rise to success as a veterinarian and 
founder of the Connecticut School of Animal 
Husbandry. 
Edith Maslowski is with the Internal Revenue 
Department which has opened an office in See-
konk to help farmers with their income taxes. 
Terry Robert is an accountant for the U. E. R. 
Company. She applied for the job in hopes of 
getting back some of the money she spent in 
passes. 
Elaine Kriger spent last week in Providence to 
see that Junior got off on the right foot at Bryant 
Tom my Peirce is working for the Chamber of 
Commerce of Wickford. At present he is pass-
ing out maps of the town in front of City Hall in 
Providence to attract tourists to Wickford 
Armando Corpaci is supervisor of the W . P A 
project constructing the Sleepy Hollow Park. 
Avis Blackway gave a soap box oration on the 
corner of Westminster and Dorrance Streets last 
night. She is founder of the Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Women C. P A's. 
Norman Bonn is now an instructor on the Bur-
roughs calculator. 
Jean Knapp is married and is now running to 
the front door for the mail . 
Mary Clifford has become a dietitian. 
Betty Horstmann has married and lives in Sun 
Valley where she can ski. 
Scott Schaller found a good dancing partner 
for life 
Marguerite Malchiodi is working in a camera 
shop. 
The friendship has really lasted. Pauline Bar-
ber and Sarah Mandel are both married and I iv-
ing next door to each other. 
Elaine Male is working in one of the local 
banks. 
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Jakob Erlendsson is sales representative for 
General Electric in Iceland. He has sold hun-
dreds of flatirons, but is having trouble with the 
refrigerators. 
Time: 1964-and the Mid-Year Seniors, like 
good whiskey, have mellowed with age. 
According to all the latest horticultural litera-
ture, that eminent pansy grower, Peter P. Lindia, 
has astounded the world and brought fame and 
renown to the little village of Cranston by breed- . 
ing an Irish green pansy. So great is this ac-
complishment that reliable reports have it that 
the football team of that village is seriously con-
sidering changing its name from the Green Thun-
derbolts to the Green Pansies in honor of the 
new flower. 
Carl A Petronio can be found daily at the head-
quarters of the "More Money and Less Work" 
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Party. According to the newspapers, Carl favors 
a fourth party in the coming presidential elec-
tion. His party put forth a third party slate in 
1960, and that's just where they finished- third. 
The Rhode Island Society of C P. A's this 
week elected as their president Miss Aileene 
Goodloff, C P A This is the first time in the 
history of the Society that such an honor has 
fallen to a woman. This makes Aileene the lead-
ing C P. A of the state. It goes without saying 
that the Society could not have made a prettier 
selection. 
Joseph B. Brown has just brought the state-
wide Community Chest Appeal to a successful 
close with a record-breaking collection of $5,-
000,000.00. Still "hi-jacking" the public, eh Joe::> 
Barbara Adelman finally caught that sailor and 
they are living "happily ever after". 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
Here we are at LaGuardia Field wa1t1ng to 
witness the round-the-world flight of three young 
ladies who are competing for first place in the 
"Women of the Air" contest. 
The three young ladies, Miss Eila Lahdenpera, 
Miss Lucille Kida, and Miss Barbara MacKenzie, 
are all graduates of Bryant College, Class of '44. 
Many of the spectators are former classmates of 
the contestants. 
While the last-minute preparations are being 
taken care o( I am going to tell you "Who's 
who in the audience". 
To my left is that we ll -known socia lite Miss 
Ellen Finney, who is noted for her prize "booths" 
at all charity functions 
Although many people believe that a quiet, 
unassuming person cannot attain world fame, 
Miss Constance Carrier has certainly been the 
exception because of her ski II as a beautician. 
A little excitement has broken out to my left 
-just a moment and I wi ll try to find out what 
has happened-why, it is Miss Daune Geary, who 
plays the "Major" role in " Love Has Things", 
rushing to greet her former roommate, Miss Ellen 
Finney, and also Miss Miriam Fitzgera ld, author 
of " Happiness in the Home", the book which 
has won the Nobel Prize this year. 
Here come two very fashionably-dressed wo-
men, and as they strut past the commentator's 
booth I will try to te ll you who they are. Why, 
at a distance I didn't recognize them, but as . 
they draw c loser I see that one of them is Miss 
Toby Jacobson, the writer of the famous " Love-
lorn Column" i11 the New York Times. The other 
lady with her is her former roommate, Miss Mar-
jorie Kovner who writes the script for the soap-
box operas heard by most housewives. 
The press box just below us is buzzing with 
excitement. Miss Marion Harrington, the for-
eign correspondent for the "Morning Star", just 
dropped in to pay us a visit. 
If you cou ld but see the styles being worn at 
th is meet. Here comes a very tiny person who 
has on the highest heels I have ever seen- must 
be all of six inches. She is none other than Miss 
Doris Cohen who designs shoes for M-G-M in 
Hollywood, and with her is Miss Evelyn Madonna, 
the private secretary of Mr. Ceci l B. De Mille. 
Furnishing the music for this ga la event, we 
have the jazziest band in the land, the Sizzling 
Swingsters, under the capable leadership of Miss 
Jeanne Ciprano. By specia l request this after-
noon, Miss Ciprano is going to favor us with 
"I Love You", dedicated to " H. G.", in that fa-
mous Ciprano voice. 
Seated on the platform along with the Swing-
sters is Miss Ciprano's vivacious roommate, Miss 
Eleanore Linke. In spite of the fact that her 
horse is running 1n the Derby today, Miss Linke 
managed to leave her V irginia plantation where 
her famous track horses are trained. Miss Bev-
erly Laing wi ll take Miss Linke's place at the 
Derby. 
To the right of the band, we have that noted 
mystery novelist, Miss Luci lle Gotsell, whose 
"Murder in the Prescription Room" promises to 
be as popu lar as the rest of her Lemon Drug 
Store Mystery novels. 
From the civi lian styles to a smart uniform-
here comes Miss Dorothy Davis, who is wearing 
the uniform of a Wave officer. Miss Davis is 
the rec ipient of many awards for the service she 
has rendered to the armed forces during and 
since Wor ld War II. 
Seated a few rows to the left, we find Miss 
Ruth Kessell, the celebrated Metropolitan star, 
who has recently returned from South America 
where she was the special guest of Don Carlos, 
famous South American actor. 
Chatting with Ruth, we are more than pleased 
to see Miss Evelyn Heinrich, that blonde bomb-
shell of Wanta-Maka Picture Studios whose lat-
est f ilm hit, "The Return of Johnny Eager", is 
now running its third week at the Swooner The-
atre. This theatre is owned by Miss June Shore, 
who, we regret to say, is unable to be with us 
today. Miss Shore is now sponsoring her latest 
singing discovery, Tommy Swoonatra, at the Hol-
lywood Bowl. 
Fifty-five 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL 
Miss Evelyn Gunn has left her famous Charm 
School in Miami in order to be here today Miss 
Mary Cheever and Miss Alice Hawkes, also Miami 
residents, are here today covering the contest 
for a Miami Syndicate. 
Miss Lois Baker, the proprietor of Serene Inn, 
the little hotel 'way up in that Vermont resort 
town of Lazy River, is chatting with her old col-
league and bosom pal, Miss Miriam Boice, who 
is now appearing on the "Hour of Paradise"-
This old classmate of ours has recently explored 
the wilds of Shangri La and is describing its 
wonders over WHTH. Oh, oh, and next to Miss 
Boice we have that cook of all cooks, Miss Doris 
Appleby- you all remember Doris. This young 
lady now serves the most delicious charcoal-
broiled steaks at Appleby's Diner between the 
hours of 8:00 and 10 :00 P.M. 
From food to fashion, and when we say "fash-
ion" we mean Miss Lois Winkler, who has re-
cently opened Madamoiselle's Sharp Shop on 
Fifth Avenue. · 
The Misses Gloria Tirocchi and Shirley Fine are 
the incorporated pair of this day. Gloria is run-
Fi f I y-six 
ning the Ti roc chi Servicemen's Canteen, and 
Shirley is the owner of the Rickety Bus Com-
pany. She chauffeurs them in and Miss Tirocchi 
sees that fun is had by all. 
That stunning girl who just strolled by is Miss 
Leslie Kirker. We are all familiar with her Beau-
tifying Bureau and visit her often. 
And here we are again, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
-the young women are now climbing into their 
co:::kpits Miss Lahdenpera is the first to taxi 
up to the starting line. There she goes- and 
what a beautiful take-off Now the second con-
testant, Miss Luci lie Kida, is prepared to leave. 
There- the signal is given to her and she roars 
off Last but by far not least, Miss MacKenzie 
is all ready to leave. The signa l is once again 
given and she leaves the ground in a whirl of 
dust. A ll three disappear over the horizon. 
That will be all for now, Ladies and Gentle-
men, but you wi II be kept posted by new flashes 
concerning this flight. Keep tuned to this sta-
tion for the latest news. 
This is Mary Teixeira signing off--
OFF THE CAMPUS 
Published by the Secretarial Class of Bryant College 
Providence, Rhode Island 
NEWS OF THE 
BUSINESS WORLD 
BETSY BAKER obtained a patent on a 
new bigger and better brief case. 
BARBARA GOLDBERG received a patent 
on· a two feet washing machine which 
will be a great aid to dormitory students 
who wash their clothes. 
MARTHA HIDLAY'S Refuge for wound-
ed aviators was formally recognized by 
the United States Government at exer-
cises on Sunday. 
ANN W ILLIAMSON and MARGARET 
GANEL Y, American Airline Hostesses, 
have designed new hostesses' uniforms. 
FRANCES GOLDENBERG'S originality is 
shown by the crea tion of the "Igloo Sec-
retaries" in Alaska. Working for her are 
RITA COREY, EILEEN CHAMPLIN 
MARIAN CHEVERETTE, and V IRGINIA 
GOUGH. 
Cape Cod's largest hotel is operated by 
JEAN LEW IS. 
ALDA PONTARELLI, DOT LAFER-
RIERE, and MILDRED RUSHTON have 
gone to South America to take up post-
war wonder jobs. 
CLAIRE SEATON and SUSAN MO-
RELLI have gone to Washington as sec-
retaries to the R. I. Senators. The male 
situation there is still critical . 
The sub-base in Norwich has engaged 
the services of ENZA PASQUALIN I. 
GLORIA FRALICK is private secretary 
to a Providence bank official. 
CATH ER INE BRAY, ESTHER V ITALE, 
IRMA ZINNO, and IDA COHEN are all 
employed by a famous · Reno lawyer. 
ELINOR BURNS is working for the War 
Department making out draft question-
naires. 
Since HELEN BURROWS is working 
with ETHEL BROWN, Ethel manages to 
get to work on time. 
ELIZABETH ASHLEY is the President's 
secretary. 
RUTH HAMMOND, BETTY GORDON, 
and DORIS MENDOZ A are living in New 
York and working on Wall Street. 
NORMA BERRY is secretary to the 
president of American Airlines and PHYL-
LIS SPETTIGUE is a pilot with the same 
company. 
HELEN McNAMARA is chief cook and 
bottle washer at Clare lver's Ritz-E Tea 
Shoppe. 
VERA LINDBERGH is now a roller-
skating champion. 
JACKY PELLETIER has gone in for ra-
dio and now is chief gag writer for Bob 
Hope's program. 
V IRGIN IA CRAWFORD is BroacJway's 
newest dramatic actress. He!en Hayes 
doesn't have a chance any more. 
MILLIE GUTBRODT, now a model, ad-
vertises "Get Blonde Quick" Shampoo. 
LOVIS EVANS is still helping to enter-
tain those who are far away from home. 
JOAN BAILEY was awarded the title 
of World's Champion Shorthand Writer. 
Miss Bailey broke the record by writing 
two extra words a minute. 
Miss ANN STACHOW'S "Polish Short-
hand I" is one of the newest books. 
HELEN SOUSA and MILDRED KONDEY 
have completed a book which will be a 
great aid for future mathematicians. The 
book entitled "Aid in Mathematics" will 
be pub' ished by the KLUCZN I K Sisters 
Publishing Company. 
(Continued ·on Page 2) 
LOST! 
Fabulous Oriental 
Pearl Necklace 
Lovely, lustrous gems made by 
world- famous oysters 
Neck lace conservatively 
Valued at $20,000 
Reward-and no questions 
asked- if returned to 
ETHEL WaGEW 
August, 1954 
The Advantages 
of a 
Bryant College Education 
Celebrated Critic to speak upon 
vita l and timely topic. 
ELISA MARAN, 
BSS, GAB, YELL PEST 
at 
Carnegie Hall 
Monday Evening, August 6 
Admission Free. Under aus-
pices of "Be-Kind-to-Bryant 
Grinds" Society. 
COLLEGE COMMENTS 
Dean GLADYS ROBERTSON announced 
that the summer recess at Bryant College 
will begin August 8. 
PAT CORNELL has entered the con-
vent. 
DOROTHY JOHNSON is House Mother 
at Harriet Hall and SHIRLEY WALKER 
is her assistant. 
RUTH BREWER is assistant to Dean 
of Girls at Bryant. 
MADELINE HALPERN has been looking 
for a person in a whale. 
MARIAN GUSTINE is training her son 
for the Olympic Swimming Meet soon to 
be held at Brown University. 
Colonel LORETTA CARDOSA, a former 
WAC Colonel, who has seen action in 
North Africa, will speak at the Bryant 
Alumni meeting in November. 
THE WORLD OF MUSIC 
DOROTHY DEMETROPOULOS has just 
comp1eted a concert tour. Her last ap-
pearance was at the Metropolitan The-
atre here in Providence. 
HELEN HARTLEY has become a famous 
swing pianist and is just about ready for 
her first movie. 
BARBARA RUSSELL'S voice can be heard 
daily as Jane, the four-year-old heroine 
of "Joe's Slop House", on Station B A BY 
from 10 to 10:15. 
EVELYN GOLIN was discovered by a 
talent scout one day, and now she is the 
onlv vocalist on the air who can harmonize 
with herself. 
Fifty-seven 
OFF THE CAMPUS 
SOCIETY 
Mrs. Raymond Boota, nee MIRIAM GAR-
DINER, is spending the winter at Sun Val-
ley, Idaho, with her husband, and they 
are expected to return to their estate in 
Wickford, R. 1., some time in late Spring. 
Let's stop off at the rose-covered cot-
tage which the former BARBARA PARM-
ELE calls home. Barbara tells us that 
KATHLEEN SHANLEY has just moved 
into the house across the street. Kay is 
the mother of two lovely little girls. 
FLORENCE GROSSHANDLER was seen 
tripping down Biscayne Boulevard in Florida 
surrounded by a half dozen screaming 
children and using her Bryant education 
by shouting at them, "Quiet, or you'll 
wear out your larynxes." 
HELEN IKOLA is married and living 
in Baltimore and is very busy with her 
three charges. 
RUTH TARNPOL sits all day and quietly 
sings "Ring Telephone, Ring I" 
BARBARA ROPER is still more-or-less 
the strong silent type. 
WEDDINGS AND 
ENGAGEMENTS 
A miscellaneous shower was held Sat-
urday evening in the home of Miss MARY 
SHEA, honoring Miss BARBARA GARTY, 
who will become the bride of Bob Balboni. 
Assisting the hostess were Miss GER-
MAINE MARTIN and BEATRICE MAL-
LOWES. 
DORIS FRECHETTE, private secretary to 
the President, handed in her resignation 
today. She will become the bride of the 
President's son at a formal wedding, Sep-
tember 25. 
MARY HOBIN and BARBARA SCOTT 
joined the Navy "to see the world," but 
lost no time in finding themselves two 
millionaires and have settled down as 
"mere common civilians". 
JUNE WATSON is a secretary-com-
panion to a multi-millionaire. Reports 
from a reliable source say that she plans 
to announce her engagement to her em-
ployer's son very soon. 
Fifty-eight 
DOTTY WILLIAMS, the wife of a 
sailor, keeps pretty busy trying to keep 
her three little sailors in hand. 
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Rielly, as the 
result of Legal Action brought against 
their distillery, are spending their vaca-
tion in adjoining cells at Devil's Island. 
Mrs. Rielly is the former VIRGINIA RICH-
ARDS. 
JUNE VOGEL is happily married to AI, 
but beating time on the side with that 
handsome optometrist. 
The former PRUE HEALY of Niantic, 
Conn, is now Mrs. E. Randolph Biddel 
of the socially prominent Biddels. 
At the Metropolitan Opera the other 
night was seen FRANCES CRESCENZO, 
still a captivating red-head, with her hus-
band. 
BARBARA HURT ADO has been selected 
one of the ten best-dressed women in 
America. 
ROSILAND ZURIER married the boy she 
met at P. C. seven years ago and is now 
living in Philadelphia. 
BIJOU THEATRE 
Tonight! 
"Are You Kidding?" 
Hilarious Hit 
featuring Bryant's buoyant, 
breezy star 
JEANETTE GIROUARD 
Also 
That glamorous, clamorous 
couple 
RUTH ENGLISH 
and 
MARSHALL DORR 
in 
"Love Is Blind" 
EXTRA FEATURE 
The ravishing, ro'licking, radiant 
Red Head 
BETTY THOMTE 
in 
"Stowell House Blues" 
MISS AMERICA OF 
1954 
Helen Banas, Bryant, '44, has 
been nominated Mrs. America 
of 1954. The former Miss 
Banas had plenty of misses at 
Bryant-in Shorthand, T ran-
scription, Spelling, Correspond-
ence and other subjects, but 
this is the first time she has 
ever been nationally acclaimed 
as Mrs. · Helen has not missed 
many little things. She is now 
the mother of fifteen I i ttle ones. 
NEWS OF THE BUSINESS 
WORLD 
(Continued from Page 1) 
TINA WARD and JANET WALLEN-
THIN have taken over Dorothy Dix's col-
umn. 
YOLANDA MARCONE and MARY 
GOODWIN are working at the Shipyard 
where wages are still good. 
HELEN HADDAD is in a dilemma trying 
to choose between love or a career. 
MARY GREENE has at last found a good 
joke. 
ELIZABETH FISKE is spending her win-
ters in Florida, where KALIOPY PANAGI-
OTIS is operating a flower shop. 
Mrs. Walter Sawtells, the former JOAN 
EPHRAIMSON, is earning her stocking 
money by posing with her young daughter 
in Mother and Daughter pictures. 
ELIZABETH FISKE is now busily occu-
pied endorsing the cough medicines that 
cured her. 
GERTRUDE COURNOYER'S Magic Step 
will start you dancing any time. It can 
be learned in less than seven lessons. 
MIRIAM MITCHELL is a dance instruc-
tor at Art Ray's in Providence. 
PAULl NE NAULT is currently risking 
her medical career to roll those big brown 
eyes at some interne at the Laconia Hos-
pital. 
BARBARA CRUZ, still rosy and cute, is 
taking medical notes from the head sur-
geon at the Rhode Island Hospital. 
MILDRED BRESLOW is "stationed" at 
Langley Field, Virginia, with half an eye on 
her shorthand pad, and the other half on 
that flight officer passing by. 
MAY BURROW'S red-hair dye can be 
purchased at all drugstores. 

Sixty 
First row, left to right : M. Mitchell , M. Flynn, H. lkola, E. Bucolo, C. Halligan, L. Gavitt, M. Pothier, 
G. Tirocchi, E. Madonna, B. Caldarone. 
Second row : D. Quartaroli, D. Geary, B. Roper, C. Varr, Miss Blaney, Miss Bernardin, D. Macomb, J 
Bailey, E. Evans, G. McKinnon. 
Third row: J. Wo:lecki, S Carpenter, F. Crescenzo, M. Boice, E. Finney, P. Fournier, R. Bennett, P. 
Holgate, I. Sergay, A. Kebrek, P. Nault, C. Lagerman, G. Karl , J. Ciprano. 
SIGMA IOTA CHI 
President... .............................................................................. CATHERINE HALLIGAN 
Vice-President .................................................................................... EMILIA BUCOLO 
Secretary ................................................................................................ LOUELLA GAVITT 
Treasurer ............................................................................................. MARION POTHIER 
Sigma Iota Chi is a national sorority which was founded on December 14, 1903 
by Captain Greer A Duncan of the United States Navy. The Chapter at Bryant Col-
lege is Beta Theta which is one of thirteen chapters active in colleges throughout the 
United States. 
Sigma Iota Chi has two definite purposes : To perfect in everyday living the 
meaning of the word SISTERHOOD, and to form lasting friendships among its mem-
bers. 
Beta Theta is also socially active. In October, the Pledgees were entertained 
by the members at the Metacomet Country Club. In February a dance for Service-
men was held in the Gym, which was a social "flop" because of a snowstorm which 
made it impossible for the men to come. In February Beta Theta had a get-together 
with the alumnae chapter to meet Mrs. Anthony Bott, Grand Worthy Matron. In 
March a banquet was held at which time Miss Clara Blaney was installed as patroness. 
The sorority colors are purple and gold, and the flower is the violet. 
First row, left to right : J. Newell, E. Gunn, 'L. Kida, L. Gotsell, E. Burnham. 
Second row : B. Parmele, K. Cray, P. Healy, D. Brown, J Bothe, A. Corpaci, V. Barto, D. Laferriere, 
H. Dona, B. Thomte, E. Male, E. Linke. 
Third row : G. Cournoyer, M. Gutbrodt. 
Fourth row : J . Owen, M. Hidlay, N. Berry, M. Davis, B. Mallowes, B. Horstmann, H. Merrill, 
H. Haddad. 
Fifth row: D. Davis, P. Spettigue, M. Knapp, A. :Rogers, D. Johnson, D. Miller, Miss Cameron, 
E. Hultenius, P. Gregg, L. Parent, R. Collette, A. O'Day, Miss Collins, E. Shea, A. Meyer 
SIGMA LAMBD.Lt\. THETA 
President ......................................................................................................... LUC I LLE K IDA 
Vice- President ..................................................................... EL I ZABETH BURN HAM 
Secretary ...................................................................................................... EVEL YN GUNN 
T reasurer ............................................................................................. LUC I LLE GOTSELL 
Sigroa Lambda Theta was founded in 1928. The colors, red and white, represent 
courage and purity. The red rose is the flower of the sorority and the Greek Letters 
of the sorority stand for Sisterhood, Learning, and Honor. 
We started off the college year with a " bang" by initiating our new members 
This was followed by a formal banquet given at a private ho~e in Edgewood. 
In March, we sponsored a raffle With the money, we purchased pins with the 
sorority emblem for all the Sigma Lambda Theta girls. 
Our other activities during the year were bowling, swimming, roller skating, and 
attending the Ice Capades. 
In April, we held a formal dinner dance at the Crown Hotel which proved to be a 
most enjoyable affair. 
Sixty-one 
Sixty-two 
First row, left to right: L. Vaz, C Coombs, Miss Hines, B. Hurtado, B. L.aing, M. Fitzgerald, C 
DeMello, A Killerjian, R. Kwochka, E. Majka, E. Lahdenpera, E. McDeed, B. Russell, Miss 
Nee I. 
Second row: E. Burns, F. Korkuc, J. Logan, V. Pearson, A Blackway, I. Buckowski, M. Blandin, 
D. DeCelle, D. Franklin. 
Th ird row: D. Manchester, J Lemieux, D. Williams, M. Eddy. 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
President... .............................................................................. CONSTANCE DeMELLO 
Vice-President .................................................................................... ROSE KWOCHKA 
Secreta ry ................................................................................................... BEVERLY LA ING 
Treasurer ...................................................................................................... ED ITH McDEED 
Kappa Delta Kappa was organized in 1929 as a national sorority but later became 
a state organization, with Tau Epsilon as its brother fraternity. The sorority flower 
is the gardenia and the co lors are green and white 
The sorority was off to an active year with a very unusual Rush Party, a scavenger 
hunt, held September 29 in the cafeteria 
This was only the beginning Rush Week saw the pledgees dressed as Arabs one 
day and in pigtails the next. After a week of hazing, the serious part of initiation 
sta rted. 
A banquet and formal initiation was held on November 30, at which time the 
pledgees received their membership certificates. 
The next big event was the long-awa ited Pledgee Formal he ld with Tau Epsilon 
on January 8 in the Empi re Room at the Crown Hotel. A dinner beqan the evening 
and honorary guests were the sorority sponsors and Dean and Mrs. Gulski . In Feb-
ruary, a dance was 9iven with Tau Epsilon, and a Campus Queen was chosen. 
New members were taken in during March with a Rush Party on March 31 and 
Rush Week two weeks later. A banquet was held and the pledgees were official ly 
made members. 
First row, left to right: •S. Zacharia, E. Kriger, Miss Aylward, M. Kovner, T. Jacobson. 
Second row: P. Elovitz, B. Freedman, C. Elkin, J. Vogel, F. Goldenberg, P. Barber, S. Mandel, C. Goldman, 
E. Rosenberg. ' 
Third row: D. Cohen, I. Cohen, R. Kaprove, J. Shore, L. Winkler, L. Barowsky, Miss Cameron, M. Breslow, 
F. Butler, F. Grosshandler. 
BETA SIGMA GAMMA 
President... ....................................................................................... MARJORI E KOVNER 
Vice-President .................................................................................... TOBY JACOBSON 
Secretary ...................................................................................................... ELAINE KRIGER 
Treasurer ......................................................................................... .STELLA ZACHAR IA 
Beta Sigma Gamma is a sorority organized for educat iona l and social purposes. 
The fi rst event of the year was the annua l Pledge Tea which was held at Stowell 
Ha ll. This was followed by " Pledgee Week" which proved to be an enjoyable and 
hilarious week. Forma l Initiat ion was held at the Crown Hotel where dinner was served 
and the new members took t heir oath. 
The "sorors" were easi ly identified by thei r navy blue and whi te blazers and their 
key-bar sorori ty pins. 
Early in January t he gi rl s entertained servicemen at a party held in the Cafeteria 
About this t ime a raffle was held and the lucky winner was presented with $5 in war 
stamps. 
The gi rls did a grand job in running the Fifth Annua l Sno' Ba ll which was a huge 
success. Say, Lu, who was that daring sa i lor who overwhelmed the Sno' Queen::> 
In Apri l t he girls held a forma l dinner dance at the Crown Hotel. It was enjoyed 
by all who attended. 
During t he year the members participated in bowling and swimming. 
Sixty- th ree 
Sixty-four 
Left to right: P. Hajian, F. Panteleakis, A. Dilibero, M. Hooper, B. Denardo, Miss Collins, G. Ficocel!i, 
M. Derderian, N. Castelucci, M. Caccia, D. Medici. 
SIGMA lOT A BETA 
President ................................................................................................ MARION HOOPER 
Vice-President ............................................................. _ ............ BEATRI CE DENARDO 
Secretary ............................................................................................. GLORIA FICOCELLI 
Treasurer ............................................................................................. MARY DIRDERIAN 
Sigma Iota Beta is the newest sorority in Bryant College This sorority was founded 
in April, 1944, by a group of mid-year students with Miss Elizabeth Collins as faculty 
advisor. The girls chose navy and white as the sorority colors. 
First row, left to riqht: J. Batista, R. Manchester, P. Cullati, R. Gorman, Mr. Vinal . 
Second row: E. Spyrka, C. McCoy, J. Rocchio, R. Caunter, S Schalle r, J. McElroy. 
Third row : M. Dorr, J. McGovern, F. Dilorenzo. 
PHI SIGMA NU 
President ................................................................................. ROBERT MANCHESTER 
Vice-President... .................................................................................... PETER CULLATI 
Secretary ...................................................................................................... JULIO BATISTA 
Treasurer ................................................................. ............... WI LLIAM ALEXANDER 
During the 1943-44 college year, Phi Sigma Nu was one of the most active fra-
ternities on the campus. 
The social activities of the year got off to a brisk start with a lively smoker, held 
in the College cafeteria in September . This was followed by the Pledgee Formal, 
which was held at the Metacomet Country Club on November 19, 1943. The fra-
ternity held its annual Stag in the Crown Hotel on January 11, 1944, at which time 
the new officers were elected. 
The season came to a very successful close with a gay May Dance held 'in the 
Auditorium on May 12, 1944. 
Sixty-five 
Sixty-six 
First row, left to right: C. Connors, A Corpaci, J. Trench, W Piehota, Mr. Mercier, W. Keplesky. 
Second row: Mr. Allan, Mr. Richards, J. Erlendsson, W. Thomas, M. Bolton. 
TAU EPSILON 
President ...................................................................................................... JOHN TRENCH 
Vice-President.. ........................................................................... .WILLIAM THOMAS 
Secretary ....................................................................................... ARMANDO CORPACI 
Treasurer ....................................................................................... CHARLES CONNORS 
Founded in 1929 as a national organization, the Beta Sigma Chapter of Tau Epsi-
lon Fraternity has completed a very active year on Bryant campus. 
In the latter part of September, the fra ternity was host to the Freshmen of the 
College at a smoker held in the Auditorium. At the conc lusion of a hilarious Pledge 
Week, the Sacred Ritual and Banquet were conducted and five candidates were admit-
ted to the fraterna l bond. 
October brought a gay Hallowe'en Party, which was fol lowed ear ly in December 
by the "Dancecapades", a joint presentation of Tau Epsi I on and its sister sorority, 
Kappa Delta Kappa Miss Vi rginia Richards was crowned Campus Queen 
In January, Tau Epsilon once again pooled resources with Kappa Delta Kappa 
for the traditional Pledgee Formal Dinner Dance, which was held in the Empire Room 
of the Crown Hotel. A thoroughly enjoyable evening was the experience of all who 
attended. 
Good music, novel decorations, and fun for everyone marked the success of the 
Apri l Fool's Dance in the Auditorium. 
The activities for the year were concluded with the annua l banquet for the in-
stallation of new officers. 
First row, left to right: G. Kane, Mr. Naylor, V. Votolato. 
Second row: A Bellin, J. Levy, M. Siegal, S. Rapoport, M. Bucc i, H. Dubin. 
BETA IOTA BETA 
Commander ................................................................................................... GEORGE KANE 
VicecCommander ................................................................. .V I NCENT VOTOLA TO 
Adjutant .......................... ........................................................................................ JACK LEVY 
Finance Officer .................................................................................... HAROLD DUBIN 
Sergeant -at -Arms ....................................................................................... MAX SIEGAL 
Beta Iota Beta is the youngest of the Bryant fraternities It was founded in 
March, 1944, by a group of eight students with the assistance of Messrs. Naylor and 
Richards. Immediately after its organization, officers were elected and a constitu-
tion drawn up, and Beta has been functioning ever since. 
It is the purpose of the founders to form a fraternity which will become a perma-
nent part of the fraternal life of Bryant. 
Sixty-seven 
Sixty-eight 
Standing, left to right: J. Rocchio, N. Bonn, F. Dilorenzo, R. Kwochka, S. Zacharia, E. Burnham, L. Gavitt, 
Miss Blaney, S. Schaller, E. Bucolo R. Manchester W. Keplesky. 
First row: D. Cohen, A. Corpaci, M. Fitzgerald. 
Second row: E. Madonna, M. Walsh, P. Chytilo, D. Quartaroli 
Third row: J. Newell, C. Halligan. 
Fourth row: A. Killerjian, E. Male. 
BRYANT SERVICE CLUB 
One morning early in 1942, with Pearl Harbor fresh in the minds of an outraged 
America, there came into being at Bryant College a new organization whose name 
and deeds were destined to be carried to the far corners of the world. 
This organization was The Bryant Service Club, which took as its motto: "OF 
Bryant men and women FOR Bryant men and women." The purpose of the Club was 
to send letters, candy, cigarettes and knitted articles to Bryant alumni and alumnae 
in the service of our country, and to sell war stamps and bonds. 
Never in the history of our College has there been such genuine, enthusiastic 
interest given any movement at Bryant College as that given the Bryant Service Club 
from its very inception. The only requirement for membership was the giving of either 
service or contributions to the Club. Every man and woman in the College immediately 
became a member. 
There were about eighty Bryant men and women known to be in the Service of 
our country when the Bryant Service Club was formed. Since then the list has grown 
to over six hundred. As the demands upon the Club have grown, so has the spirit of 
its members grown and, no matter how Herculean the tasks might have seemed at 
times, the members always have been equal to them. 
The Class of 1944-and the undergraduate body-may well be proud of the work 
it has done for Bryant fighting men. Thousands of letters, packages of cigarettes 
and candy; and dozens of sweaters, helmets, socks and scarfs have gone to all corners 
of the world-and from battlezones and camps all over the world have come thou-
sands of grateful letters. 
Left to right : P. Chytilo, E. Linke, J. Newel l, E. Heinrich, E. Burnham, C DeMello, A. Blackway, J. Trench, 
B. MacKen;cie, L. Gavitt, A. Killerjean, D. Appleby, D. Quartaroli, M. Wong. 
THE KEY 
The Key is the honor society of Bryant College To be eligible for membership, 
students must have been four times on the Honor Roll, or three consecutive times. 
Membership in The Key, and the right to wear the symbolic emblem on lapel or 
watch chain, is an honor coveted by all men and women and has been a goal toward 
which most Bryant students have worked. To be a Key man or woman brings more 
than just the satisfaction of work we ll done, a justifiable pride in scholastic attain-
ments; it is a definite asset in the business world. Businessmen who seek a Secretary, 
Accountant or other office assistant are impressed when the Director of Placements 
can say about a Bryant candidate: " He-or she- was a member of The Key". 
In wartime, The Key has had time for few meetings or elections-but the essence 
of the organization-scholarship-remains. 
Sixty-nine 
Seventy 
First row, left to right: E. Forleo, C. DeMello, E. Bucolo, C. Halligan, L. Gavitt, P. Chytilo. 
Second row: L. Cipolla, R. Kwochka, L. Vaz, C. Varr, D. Macomb, M. Walsh. 
Third row: E. Evans, D. Quartaroli, A. O'Day, S. Carpenter. 
Fourth row: G. McKinnon, G Lemieux, Miss Hines, B. McCrudden, C. Mazzarelli, Miss Bernardin. 
Fifth row: C. Coombs, M. Flynn, E. McDeed, Miss Cameron, H. Flynn, M. Pothier. 
BETA CHI TAU 
President ................................................................................................... EMILIA BUCOLO 
Vice-President .................................................................. CATHERINE HALLIGAN 
Secretary ................................................................................................... PEGGY CHYTI LO 
Treasurer ............................................................................................. LOUELLA GAVITT 
Beta Chi Tau, better known as BCT, is an organization made up entirely of teacher-
training students and alumni In November the new members of BCT were enter-
tained at a "get acquainted banquet" at 149 Shaw Avenue, Edgewood 
The Sophomore Class made the plans for a bowling party in January, but the 
"lag" in attendance didn't make it much of a party. 
In order to ce lebrate BCT's sixth birthday another banquet was held, in April, at 
149 Shaw Avenue, Edgewood The alumni members were invited to attend and they 
certainly "showed up". Mr. Elmer C Wilbur, who is he"ld of the Commercial Depart-
ment of Centra l High School, Providence, gave an interesting and entertaining talk 
on "The Successfu l Teacher". 
First row, left to right: H. Merrill, J. Newell, A. Kebrek, R. Richmond, E. Male, M. Gustine. 
Second row: C. DeMello, Miss Cameron, A. O'Day, L. Kida, M. Gutbrodt, R. Collette, L. Gotsell, H. 
McMann, Miss Bernardin, R. Kwochka. 
BASKETBALL 
A girls' basketball team kept Bryant basketball-conscious this year and revived 
a sport which nearly bid Bryant good-bye when most of our "young men" left us. In 
the beginning, practice was held every Tuesday afternoon with Miss Bernardin as 
Coach, but as evidenced by the scores below, more frequent meetings were needed, 
so the girls began practicing on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Fridays. The results of these 
extra sessions can be seen by the last scores: 
GAMES PLAYED 
Score 
Opponent We They 
Waves ............................................................................................................ 15 38 
Providence All-Stars .......................................................................... .28 36 
Pembroke ................................................................................................... 28 37 
Providence Al l-Stars .......................................................................... .30 32 
Providence All-Stars ............ ............................................................... 31 30 
U. E. R. Girls ............................................................................................. 35 7 
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Seventy-four 
First row, left to right: M. Blandin, M. Eddy, G. Fralick, M. Logan, L. Gavitt, R. Bennett, R. Kessel, 
Miss Aylward, L. Kirker, P Chytilo, P. Elovitz, D. Quartaroli, J. Newell. 
Second row: V. Pearson, L. Wartman, J. Watson, D. Macomb, V. Crawford, A Kebrek, B. MacKenzie, 
E. Burnham, G. D'Attore, C. Bray, B. McCrudden. 
GLEE CLUB 
In the second year of its existence, the Glee Club, with about forty members, 
gained prominence among the activities of Bryant. It was under the direction of 
Ruth Kessel assisted by Leslie Kirker and Miss Ay lward as advisor. Rehearsals were 
held once a week. The first public appearance of the Glee Club was at the Christmas 
Assembly, where the singing was enjoyed by all. We hope to hear more of the Bryant 
Glee Club in the future. 
First row, left to right: G. McKinnon, G. Fralick, M. Eddy, R. Bennett. 
Second row: R. Brewer V. Crawford, J. Batista, Mr. Handy, A Kebrek, M. Harrington, K. Bray. 
ORCHESTRA 
Like many other organizations, the orchestra has felt the "pinch" of decreased 
membership due to the war. This year it is composed of approximately eight mem-
bers, two of whom play the saxophone, two the clarinet, two the violin, one the trumpet, 
and one the piano. 
The orchestra, under the direction of Prof. Ra lph Handy, has played at assemblies 
this year, but due to the limited number of players, a concert could not be planned. 
Seventy-five 
CAMPUS QUEEN 
Virginia Richards 
Seventy-stx 
SNO' QUEEN 
Lucille Kida 
Seventy-seven 
CASUALTIES of 1943-44 
To Miss Blaney 
Yo~r aid was indispensable; 
Your loyalty was great; 
And if you hadn't timed our efforts, 
This book wou ld surely have been late. 
You can see that we can't write poetry; 
We've known it from the start; 
But what we're trying to say to you 
Is rea lly from the heart. 
Your patience deserves notice, 
Your understanding, too I 
In short, Miss Blaney, we just can't give you 
All the credit due. 
EMILIA BUCOLO, 
Ell ZABETH BURNHAM, 
Editors 
Seventy-nine 
Eighty 
IN APPI{ECIA TION 
The Editors of The Ledger of 1944 offer their sincere 
thanks to: 
The Ledger Staff for their spirit and unfailing cooperation. 
Mr. Edward J Flanagan of the Oxford Press for his fine 
endeavors to give Bryant College the best possible Ledger. 
Mr. Podvitz of the Providence Photo-Engraving Company 
for the manner in which he brought order out of chaos. 
Miss Bingham and Mr. Luckett of Photo Reflex Studio 
for their tireless patience in photographing all Seniors. 
"Peter" for his willingness to walk the campus to have 
different backgrounds for all activity pictures. 
Our Advertisers, who have helped make possible the pro-
duction of The 1944 Ledger, the Staff wishes to express its 
wholehearted gratitude. 
CO-EDITORS 
E. Burnham, E. Bucolo 
I 
I 
. l 
l 
I 
I 
I 
t 
l 
Eighty-one 
Eighty-two 
Seated, left to right: E. Maslowski, C. Goldman. 
Standing: B. MacKenzie, A Corpaci. 
ART and 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
STAFF 
LITERARY STAFF 
First row, left to right: E. Linke, J. Bailey. 
Second row: E. Horstmann, E. Ma!e, J. Newell, E. Kriger, A. Blackway, P. Elovitz, D. (uartaroli. 
Third row: M. Gutbrodt, J. Owen, V. Richards, F. Korkuc, C. Lagerma n, P. Healy, M. Breslow, M. Fitz-
gerald. 
Seated, left to right: W. Keplesky, R. Manchester. 
Standing : J. Rocchio, W. Thomas, N. Bonn. 
ADVERTISING 
STAFF 
REPORTORIAL STAFF 
First row, left to right : G. Karl, L. Gavitt, L. Gotsell, M. Walsh. 
Second row: R. Kwochka, M. Boice, A. Stacho;v. 
Eighty-three 

. . . Autographs 
Eighty-five 
Autographs 
Eighty-six 
STENOGRAPHIC 
PREPAREDNESS! 
BE SAFE WITH 
SHORTHAND 
GREGG SHORTHAND is known to meet all requirements for intensive steno-
graphic and secretarial duties-
GREGG is taught in over 99.8 per cent of all the public school systems of the 
United States that offer instruction in shorthand-
GREGG INSTRUCTION is supported by a wide choice of tested and proved 
instructional materials-
GREGG TRAINING insures the confidence of businessmen in those whom you 
recommend for placement-
GREGG TEACHERS have a maximum of opportunity for good positions-
GREGG WRITERS reach the top ranks in secretarial work, in teaching, and in 
reporting work. 
THE GREGG PUBLISHING CO. 
New York Ch icago San Francisco Boston Toronto London 
Eighty-seven 
Eighty-eight 
THE OXFORD PRESS 
Printers of this Book. 
ALL CLASSES OF SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS 
BOOK AND COMMERCIAL PRINTING 
1 00 SOUTH STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I. 
DExter 5463 
PROVIDENCE PHOTO-ENGRAVING CO. 
21 EDDY STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I. 
Engravers to the 1944 Bryant Ledger 
qQ} E are proud of the part we have played 
in the completion of this book . C a-operation 
is the chain which enables any endeavor to be 
successfully completed . To have been chosen 
as a Vital Link in this chain is evidence of our 
ability. 
I ROYAL PEN SHOP 
Fountain Pens 
SALES I SERVICE 
Standard Makes Any Makes 
BILLFOLDS - WALLETS - KEYT AINERS 
by • BUXTON 
• ROLF 
• ROBINSON 
45 WEYBOSSET STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I. 
Compliments of 
C. W. KNIBB CO. 
Insurance 
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND 
Eighty-nine 
Ninety 
FAMOUS READING ANTHRACITE COAL 
STOKER BUCKWHEAT STOKER RICE 
PROVIDENCE DOMESTIC . COKE 
BECKLEY SEAM AND BEACON NEW RIVER 
"THE CREAM OF THE BITUMINOUS FIELDS" 
METERED FUEL OIL SERVICE KEROSENE- RANGE- FURNACE OILS 
David Korn & Sons 
DExter 7730 Prompt Efficient Service DExter 7731 
195-197 Willard Avenue Providence, Rhode Island 
East Prov. 21 65 
PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM ' 
Howard C. Barber Dairy 
Under State and Federa l Supervision 
Grade A Pasteurized and Grade A Raw Milk 
WE SERVE SCOTT HOUSE, STOWELL HOUSE, AND BRYANT CAFETERIA 
Congratulations 
to the Committees 
of 
THE LEDGER 1944 
BRYANT COLLEGE 
BUY BONDS FOR VICTORY 
Drink Milk For Health 
H. P. HOOD & SONS 
Ninety-one 
Ninety-two 
WARTIME FUNCTIONS 
Facilities for dances, balls, recep-
tions, meetings and simi lar func-
tions which do not involve the prep-
aration and serving of food are sti ll 
avai lable here. The ballroom, foyer 
and several private rooms may be 
engaged for these purposes. 
CALL THE MAITRE d'HOTEL, ROOM 125 
PROVIDENCE-BILTMORE 
WALDORF 
FOR THE PROM 
New White Formal 
COLLEG IATE 
TUXEDOS 
TO HIRE 
Waldorf Clothing Co. 
Formal Wear Exclusively 
212 UNION STREET 
COR. WEYBOSSET STREET 
Engravers 
Printers 
Stationers 
57 FRANKLIN STREET 
BOSTON 
Compliments of 
MACK 
CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY 
"There's Always 
A Better 
Show 
At R.K.O." 
R. K. 0 . Albee Theatre 
320 WESTMINSTER STREET 
GAspee 6766 
William A. Bowers, Inc. 
FLOR I ST 
FLOWERS 
FOR 
ALL 
OCCASIONS 
ll 3 MATHEWSON STREET 
PROVIDENCE RHC DE ISLAND 
/!7/w 
OUTLET 
rf~ 
Rhode Island's Largest 
Department Store 
THE SHERATON 
Wayland Square- Providence 
THE BEST OF RESIDENTIAL 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS 
Telephone: Plantations 7700 
Ninety-three 
Ninety-four 
Get to Know 
GLADDING'S 
IT'S A FRIENDLY STORE 
PROVIDENCE GAS 
COMPANY · 
assures you that ever-better gas appli-
ances ranges . . refrigerators 
. water heaters . . . home heaters 
... will be available in the post-war 
period. 
Constant research . . is bringing 
. .. will bring ... new materials, new 
designs, new processes. 
You may expect to find Gas Service 
leading the field in the grand post-war 
days. 
1 00 WEYBOSSET STREET 
PROVIDENCE, R. I. 
At Your Service 
YELLOW CABS 
GA SCXXJ 
E. L. FREEMAN 
COMPANY 
PROVIDENCE, R. I. 
79 Westminster Street Dexter 1313 
PAWTUCKET, R. I. 
246 Main Street Perry 0137 
WOONSOCKET, R. I. 
259 Main Street Woon. 3836 
CENTRAL FALLS, R. I. 
Main Office and Plant 
SWEATERS 
SKIRTS 
Perry 3230 
LEOPOLD FELDSTE IN 
225 Thayer Street 
Compliments of 
MACK'S INCORPORATED 
262 Thayer Street 
MEN'S FURNISHINGS 
BRYANT JEWELRY 
PROV IDENCE PAPER 
COMPANY 
Leading Stationers of 
Rhode Island 
WHOLESALE STORE 
160 Dorrance Street 
RETAIL STORE AND GIFT SHOP 
76 Weybosset Street 
Telephone: GA. 7ffJO 
Telephone Plantations 6633 
PAGE POTTER, Inc. 
Fine Flowers 
222 Thayer Street Providence, R. I. 
MILLS SISTERS 
Thayer at Angell 
• DRESSES • GOWNS • SU ITS • COATS 
Tel. DExter 9543 
ANTHONY'S DRUG STORE 
Angell and Thayer Streets 
SINCE 1895 
GAspee 2512 
UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT-F ISHER 
COMPANY 
Underwood, Elliott-Fisher, Sunstrand-
speed the World 's Business Typewriters, 
Accounting Machines, Adding Machines 
and Supplies, Sales and Service. 
BROWN BEAR SHOP 
SODA FOUNTAIN 
AND 
LUNCHEONETTE 
Corner Thayer and 
Benevolent Streets 
Ninety- five 
Ninety-six 

l . SOUTH HALL 4. CAFETERIA 7. STOWELL HOUSE 
2. LIBRARY 5. GARDNER HALL 8. BRYANT HALL 
3. AUDITORIUM 6. SALISBURY HALL 9. HARRIET HALL 


